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PREFACE

This 1991 Annual Report from Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) to the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) describes research in environment and health conducted during fiscal year 1991. This year the report consists of four parts, each in a separate volume.

The four parts of the report are oriented to particular segments of the PNL program, describing research performed for the DOE Office of Health and Environmental Research in the Office of Energy Research. In some instances, the volumes report on research funded by other DOE components or by other governmental entities under interagency agreements. Each part consists of project reports authored by scientists from several PNL research departments, reflecting the multidisciplinary nature of the research effort.

The parts of the 1991 Annual Report are:

Part 1: Biomedical Sciences
Program Manager: J. F. Park
J. F. Park, Report Coordinator
S. A. Kreml, Editor

Part 2: Environmental Sciences
Program Manager: R. E. Wildung
D. A. Perez, Editor

Part 3: Atmospheric Sciences
Program Manager: W. R. Barchet
L. K. Grove, Editor

Part 4: Physical Sciences
Program Manager: L. H. Toburen
L. H. Toburen, Report Coordinator
R. C. Pedersen, Editor

Activities of the scientists whose work is described in this annual report are broader in scope than the articles indicate. PNL staff have responded to numerous requests from DOE during the year for planning, for service on various task groups, and for special assistance.

Credit for this annual report goes to the many scientists who performed the research and wrote the individual project reports, to the program managers who directed the research and coordinated the technical progress reports, to the editors who edited the individual project reports and assembled the four parts, and to Ray Baalman, editor in chief, who directed the total effort.

T. S. Tenforde
Health and Environmental Research Program
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FOREWORD

Within the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Office of Health and Environmental Research (OHER), the atmospheric sciences and carbon dioxide research programs are part of the Environmental Sciences Division (ESD). One of the central missions of the division is to provide the DOE with scientifically defensible information on the local, regional, and global distributions of energy-related pollutants and their effects on climate. This information is vital to the definition and implementation of a sound national energy strategy. This volume reports on the progress and status of all OHER atmospheric science and climate research projects at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL).

PNL has had a long history of technical leadership in the atmospheric sciences research programs within OHER. Within the ESD, the Atmospheric Chemistry Program (ACP) continues DOE's long-term commitment to study the continental and oceanic fates of energy-related air pollutants. Research through direct measurement, numerical modeling, and laboratory studies in the ACP emphasizes the long-range transport, chemical transformation, and removal of emitted pollutants, oxidant species, nitrogen-reservoir species, and aerosols. The Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program continues to apply basic research on density-driven circulations and on turbulent mixing and dispersion in the atmospheric boundary layer to the micro- to mesoscale meteorological processes that affect air-surface exchange and to emergency preparedness at DOE and other facilities.

Research at PNL provides basic scientific underpinnings to DOE's program of global climate research. Research projects within the core carbon dioxide and ocean research programs are now integrated with those in the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM), the Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics and Model Physics (CHAMMP), and quantitative links programs to form DOE's contribution to the U.S. Global Change Research Program. Climate research in the ESD has the common goal of improving our understanding of the physical, chemical, biological, and social processes that influence the Earth system so that national and international policymaking relating to natural and human-induced changes in the Earth system can be given a firm scientific basis.

The description of ongoing atmospheric and climate research at PNL is organized in two broad research areas:

- Atmospheric Research
- Climate Research

This report describes the progress in FY 1991 in each of these areas. A divider page summarizes the goals of each area and lists the projects that support research activities.
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ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

Atmospheric research at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) focuses primarily on two areas: the flow of air in complex terrain and the fate of emissions as they are transported and processed in the atmosphere. Analyses of airflow in complex terrain investigate what roles energy exchange, terrain configuration, and scale interactions for coupled flows (e.g., slope, valley, and gradient) play in developing and destroying boundary-layer circulations and in dispersing contaminants. Analyses of the regional-scale transport of emissions address the physical and chemical processes that occur within cloud and precipitation systems, including the inflow and outflow dynamic microphysical, chemical, and scavenging properties of clouds, regional wet deposition patterns, and the climatology of storm chemistry.

Research activities include field experiments, data analysis, and modeling simulations. Field experiments provide data for analysis in both airflow and emission processing research, and modeling simulations provide a tool for predicting airflow and emission transport and mitigating their effects. In FY 1991, two field experiments were performed, analysis of data from previous experiments continued, and model development was advanced both in the examination of airflow in complex terrain and in the transport and processing of pollutants.

The two field programs supported by projects whose progress is summarized in this report were a multilaboratory measurement program adjacent to Colorado's Front Range near the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) Rocky Flats Plant and an aircraft study of the characteristics of the smoke plume from the Kuwait oil-well fires. The two-week-long Colorado field study at the end of January and beginning of February obtained an initial characterization of the complex meteorological features that may influence the fate of atmospheric contaminants released in the region. As one of several aircraft measurement programs in the Persian Gulf region coordinated by the World Meteorological Organization, PNL used its Gulfstream-1 aircraft during July and August to measure several physical, chemical, and radiative properties of the oil-fire plume.

Numerical computer models are used to help analyze the results of measurement programs and to carry out numerical experiments that extend the range of conditions being studied. Models under development at PNL include some that simulate mesoscale airflow in complex terrain and some that simulate the transport and removal of pollutants through deposition or reaction on regional and global scales. These investigations are systematically increasing the reliability of theoretical descriptions and models. Such models hold the promise of translating descriptive and forecasting capabilities to the great number of locations where boundary-layer flow and contaminant dispersion and removal are significantly influenced by terrain features, surface energy exchange, and regional characteristics of meteorology and atmospheric chemistry.

The following articles present summaries of the progress in FY 1991 under these research tasks:

- Atmospheric Chemistry Program Management and Coordination
- Nonlinearity/Acid Precipitation Processing
- Research Aircraft Operations
- ASCOT Program Management
- Atmospheric Boundary-Layer Studies
- Atmospheric Diffusion In Complex Terrain
- Coupling/Decoupling of Synoptic and Valley Circulations.
**Atmospheric Research**

**DOE Atmospheric Chemistry Program Direction**

**J. M. Hales**

Efforts in FY 1991 were addressed to a major restructuring of the Atmospheric Chemistry Program (ACP), based on the need to consolidate the overall effort within a reduced financial base. As currently composed, the program involves five DOE laboratories and one National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) affiliate:

- Argonne National Laboratory (ANL)
- Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL)
- Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL)
- Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
- Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL)
- NOAA's Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Division (ATDD).

Consolidation has been largely accomplished. It is being documented along with a five-year research plan, in the ACP Operations Plan, which will be published early in 1992. Other significant events in FY 1991 include the following:

- The National Academy of Sciences Atmospheric Chemistry Committee has published its detailed review of the ACP. This review encouraged the continuation of ACP and supported its development along with the proposed focus on DOE's National Energy Strategy. The ACP Operations Plan is being written with strong guidance taken from the NAS report.
- The ACP initiated its University Grants Program with the selection of five university proposals for funding. The projects selected are:
  - Paul Davidovitz, Boston College: Measurement of Gas/Water Uptake Coefficients for Trace Gases Active in the Marine Environment.
  - Peter McMurray, University of Minnesota: Ultrafine Aerosol Size Distributions and Sulfuric Acid Vapor Pressures: Implications of New Particle Formation in the Atmosphere.
- The ACP conducted a special aircraft-measurement project in the Kuwait oil-fire plume. The Gulfstream-1 operated by PNL was deployed to the Persian Gulf region for these measurements and was operated by ACP personnel from PNL and BNL. Flight operations were supported by forecast model output from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) and NOAA's Atmospheric Research Laboratory (ARL). The data have undergone initial processing and are being summarized in a formal DOE report.

Activities of the individual ACP laboratories are being reported continuously in the ACP's *Monthly Update*, which is distributed by PNL. Persons interested in receiving the *Monthly Update* should contact

J. M. Hales, ACP Science Director
Pacific Northwest Laboratory
P.O. Box 999, MS K1-74
Richland, Washington 99352

**Atmospheric Chemistry Program**

**C. M. Berkowitz, E. G. Chapman, M. T. Dana, R. C. Easter, and D. J. Luecken**

The overall objective of the Atmospheric Chemistry Program is to conduct research that furthers our understanding of atmospheric processes relevant to the effects of energy-related...
pollutants on the global atmospheric environment. This research combines field observations and modeling studies to provide needed information for implementing DOE's National Energy Strategy and for guiding how DOE develops air pollution-related constraints.

Precipitation and cloud fields have a measurable effect on the chemical climatology of the troposphere. Past studies by PNL have verified that production of hydrogen peroxide increases in the vicinity of clouds and have established that sulfate wet removal rates are dependent on precipitation rates. Dynamic cloud models, sophisticated chemical kinetic packages, and new methods of computer visualization have increased our understanding of the complexities of these atmospheric cleansing processes.

Research during FY 1991 included studies that modeled several aspects of tropospheric chemistry and a five-week field study of the plume resulting from oil fires in Kuwait. The modeling studies and an instrument development program are described here; the field study is described in a separate section. Specific objectives addressed during FY 1991 were to

- investigate transport of sulfur species over the northern Atlantic Ocean, using a global-scale chemical model that contains an explicit description of removal processes in clouds,
- evaluate the impact of anthropogenic sulfate aerosols on the planet's radiation balance, via both their direct role in scattering and their potential effect on cloud albedo and cloud lifetime,
- investigate conditions under which boundary layer aerosols can be transported aloft via convective cloud circulation,
- examine the sensitivity of wet deposition to chemical inflow conditions for several types of storms, using previously collected field data as a base case for the analysis, and
- modify the trace atmospheric gas analyzer for use aboard the Gulfstream-1 aircraft operated by PNL.

Key results from this research are summarized in the following sections.

Transatlantic Transport of Sulfur

Sulfur plays an important role in atmospheric chemistry. It can be oxidized to form sulfate aerosol, which in turn affects the acidity of precipitation. It has been estimated that a large fraction of the total sulfate aerosol can act as cloud condensation nuclei, and recent work by Charlson et al. (1991) has implicated sulfate as a major factor for determining the global-scale albedo.

To investigate the role of sulfur in global-scale processes, PNL performed a number of simulations using a three-dimensional global-scale Eulerian model to evaluate the transatlantic transport of sulfur. This Global Chemistry Model (GChM) simulates emissions, transport, chemical transformations, and wet and dry deposition. Unique to GChM is its explicit parameterization of removal processes in clouds. Details are given by Lueckcn et al. (1991). One-month winter and summer simulations were performed using meteorological information from a global climate model for a perpetual January and a perpetual July (i.e., simulations were performed with a fixed sea surface temperature and a fixed zenith angle).

Other studies, based on less explicit descriptions of wet removal, have suggested that the North American contribution to sulfur concentrations and deposition over the Northern Atlantic ocean is greater than those from Europe. The results of this study indicate that European and North American anthropogenic sources of SO₂ can contribute equally to sulfur loadings and deposition over the North Atlantic (Figure 1).

Anthropogenic Forcing of the Planetary Radiative Budget by Sulfate Aerosols

Aerosols impact the natural atmosphere by enhancing cloud albedo. For a fixed amount of water vapor, the addition of cloud condensation nuclei will result in a greater number of small cloud droplets. It has been postulated that this reduction in droplet size will be associated with an increase in cloud albedo (Twomey et al. 1984).

Sulfate aerosols generated from anthropogenic SO₂ may increase cloud condensation nuclei loading over the western North Atlantic. To investigate whether these aerosols are enhancing cloud
albedo, PNL's GChM is being used with meteorological data from the European Center for Medium Range Forecasting to identify regions of maximum sulfate concentrations. These simulations will provide guidance to C. M. Benkovitz of Brookhaven National Laboratory for detailed study of satellite data.

In addition, Charlson et al. (1991) have argued that, in cloud-free air, sulfate particles scatter sunlight, some of which is lost to space, thereby reducing solar irradiance at the ground. To evaluate this radiative forcing term, previous studies have used climatological values for key parameters. Preliminary results from the GChM analysis indicate that such forcing is only locally significant. The radiative forcing term involves both cloud cover and sulfur emissions, and as a result its spatial distribution is very heterogeneous and not easily characterized by simple scaling arguments.

**Transport of Boundary Layer Aerosols to the Free Troposphere**

The fifth Processing of Emissions by Clouds and Precipitation (PRECP-V) field experiment in central Ohio showed water vapor and aerosol number mixing ratio decreasing strongly with altitude between the boundary layer and upper troposphere, with a high correlation between the vertical profiles (Kleinman and Daum 1991). Because global-scale models often treat aerosol removal identically to the removal of water vapor, better understanding of the observations could improve the treatment of aerosols.

A study to examine this phenomenon was initiated during FY 1991, using a one-dimensional convective cloud version of the PLUVIUS model (Easter and Lueck 1988). In the simulations, aerosol particles were injected at various heights into simulated convective clouds. Trace quantities of water vapor were also introduced to identify differences in how convective storm systems process aerosols and water.

Preliminary results from this study were reported by Kleinman et al. (1991) and are shown in Figure 2. The effect of in-cloud removal of aerosol particles by precipitation scavenging can be judged by comparing the vertical profiles of soluble

![FIGURE 1. Surface-Level Concentrations (in ppb) of Anthropogenic Sulfate for a One-Month (July) Simulation.](image-url)
and non-soluble aerosol particles. These results suggest that aerosol particles, even those that are moderately soluble, are removed by scavenging more efficiently than water vapor is. We hypothesize that this occurs because when a cloud droplet is removed, the aerosols contained within that droplet are also removed. This effect is more pronounced for soluble aerosols, which are transferred to cloud droplets more efficiently, than for insoluble aerosols. The net effect is that more aerosols are removed than cloud droplets, and the difference in removal rates is a function of aerosol solubility.

**Sensitivity of Wet Deposition to Storm Inflow Conditions**

In another modeling study (Berkowitz 1991), a series of cloud chemistry simulations were performed to evaluate how sensitive sulfate wet removal rates were to changes in the vertical distributions of SO$_2$ and oxidant species. This study was done in part to evaluate how changes in the vertical distributions of chemical pollutants entering different types of storms related to changes in surface chemistry. A second purpose of this study was to verify the evaluation of the RADM Scavenging Module's performance in reproducing observations made during the Frontal Boundary Study (Berkowitz et al. 1989).

Key findings were as follows: First, deposition from stratiform storms is more strongly dependent on the initial gas-phase profiles as a function of height than is deposition from convective storms. Differences in the ratio of SO$_2$ to H$_2$O$_2$ as a function of height can have a large effect on the rate of deposition and hence the nature of the proportionality (linearity) of wet removal in stratiform storms. No similar sensitivity was found for convective systems. Second, the rate of deposition from convective storms is sensitive to the total mass loading of SO$_2$ and H$_2$O$_2$, with only a weak dependence on the vertical profiles. Third, concentrations of sulfate in precipitation were generally insensitive to perturbations in the fine structure of the initial gas-phase profiles.
Modifications to the Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer for Application In the Gulfstream-1 Aircraft

During the past year, scientists at PNL and at Battelle's Columbus laboratories have been modifying aircraft and instrument systems to provide tandem mass-spectroscopy measurement onboard the Gulfstream-1. The mass spectrometer being modified for this application is the Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer built by the Sciex Corporation in Canada. The Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer applies two quadrupole mass filters in a series configuration to provide unambiguous and highly specific detection of pollutant species. Its large vacuum pump and state-of-the-art ion counting technology combine to provide sensitivities that approach the part-per-trillion level for many species (Table 1). In addition, the Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer can monitor several species simultaneously and respond rapidly: a recent transient-response test at Battelle's Columbus laboratories indicated a response time on the order of 10 Hz.

The Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer has a high electrical power demand, is large, and is too cumbersome in its standard configuration for convenient airborne application. These features have induced program scientists to make two major modifications to the existing equipment: First, the gearbox on one engine of the Gulfstream-1 has been customized to accommodate a large auxiliary generator, which is intended to fill Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer power requirements exclusively. This modification has required a substantial amount of engineering design, fabrication, and testing; a 150-hour ground test of the generator assembly has been completed on a gear-box mock-up, and it has been installed on the Gulfstream-1. Second, the Trace Atmospheric Gas Analyzer itself has been disassembled and rebuilt as three modules. This major reconfiguration allows for convenient installation and removal of the machine from the aircraft.

Further Objectives

The most general objective for the Atmospheric Chemistry Program in the future is to work within the objectives of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Program (IGAC 1991). By working with other organizations in IGAC, PNL will pool its resources with other research institutions to measure, understand, and eventually to predict changes in the chemistry of the global atmosphere. The particular areas within IGAC in which PNL will participate are

1. Natural Variability and Anthropogenic Perturbations of the Marine Atmosphere: A field program over the western Pacific is being planned in order to begin development of a chemical climatology for this region. Such a climatology will be important in evaluating the effects of global-scale air quality of the increasing use of coal in the Pacific Rim countries. The geographical location of PNL is very good position for evaluating the perturbations that this expected development will have on the atmosphere over the Pacific Ocean. A second program is planned for the western North Atlantic Ocean and will focus on the transport of pollutants from North America and the effect these pollutants have on the oxidative capacity of the atmosphere.

2. Global Distributions, Transformations, Trends, and Modeling: The efforts will concern the chemical and physical evolution of cloud condensation nuclei as controllers of cloud properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nitric Acid</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrous Acid</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formic Acid</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetic Acid</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl Sulfide</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzaldehyde</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyridine</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toluene</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfonic Acid</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur Dioxide</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetone</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimethyl Nitrosamine</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzonitrile</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Our involvement in this component of IGAC will be a combination of laboratory studies and modelling. The modelling effort will be a continuation of the programs described earlier in this contribution. A new laboratory effort will be initiated by staff at PNL and Battelle's Columbus laboratories. This new initiative will attempt to derive a relationship between the number density of sulfate aerosols and the number density of cloud condensation nuclei by using a cloud condensation nuclei counter and photochemical smog chambers. Aerosols associated with energy production have long been suspected of affecting not only the clear sky albedo of the planet, but also the cloud drop density in thin clouds. If they do have a significant impact on droplet number density, it would be expected that they would also have an impact on the cloud albedo, and hence, on the planetary radiation budget and climate. To date, there have been no defensible arguments relating the functional form of aerosol number density and enhanced cloud condensation nuclei.

The Atmospheric Chemistry Program will attempt to provide such a relation experimentally. The method by which we propose to do this involves combining smog chamber studies with a cloud condensation nuclei counter. A variety of chemical mixes of SO₂, O₃, H₂O₂ and other pollutants will be used to initiate the reactions leading to the formation of sulfate. Air will be removed from this mix at selected times and injected into a CCN counter. Although the details are still being thought out, there is reason to believe that this novel combination of instruments could answer this fundamental question.
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PNL Aircraft Measurements in the Kuwait Oil-Fire Plume

K. M. Busness, P. H. Daum, a J. M. Hales, C.M. Berkowitz, S. D. Tomich, R. V. Hannigan, and O. B. Abbey

During July and August 1991, PNL, in collaboration with Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), conducted a field measurement program in the eastern Saudi Arabia region to study the composition and transport of the smoke plume resulting from the burning oil-well fires in Kuwait. The Gulfstream-1 aircraft operated by PNL, the instrumentation, and the scientific crew were deployed to a base in the Middle East, the island state of Bahrain, to measure chemical, radiative, and meteorological properties in the plume.

The primary objectives of this measurement program were to

- collect information from which the rates of transformation/removal of constituents of the Kuwait oil-fire plume could be evaluated,
- characterize the chemical and physical properties of the plume over a range of distances from the source, and
- take advantage of the one-time opportunity for quantitative evaluation of large-scale atmospheric-chemistry models and associated models of radiant transport through aerosol plumes.

In the future, two DOE global atmospheric chemistry models, LLNL's GranTour and PNL's GChM, will be applied to this study, using aircraft data and meteorological observations. Both are time-resolved models capable of incorporating field results on a mechanistic basis and capable of simulations on large-scale domains.

Subobjectives to be considered were to

- assemble an optimal descriptive observational and modeling database for assessing the downstream environmental impact of pollutant deposition from the plume,
- document how the plume affects the solar energy balance for future application to assessing hemispheric and global attenuation of solar radiation by anthropogenic aerosols, and
- characterize the radiative absorption properties of the plume and associated atmospheric motions to determine possible plume-induced perturbations of atmospheric dynamics and associated feedbacks to the climate.

This was one of several measurement programs conducted in the area as a result of the oil-well fires in Kuwait, and it involved interaction with several international groups, including the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and government agencies in Bahrain and Saudi Arabia. The U.S. aircraft measurement program in the region was coordinated within an international World Meteorological Organization (WMO) plan, which attempted to provide a continuous monitoring presence in the Persian Gulf region during the oil fires. Other aircraft measurement teams whose work preceded that of the DOE team included British, German, and Canadian aircraft, as well as aircraft owned by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) and the University of Washington under National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsorship. Simultaneous with the early flights of the DOE aircraft, a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/Saudi helicopter was operating in Kuwait to characterize the near-source plume. The results of the DOE measurement effort, as part of the large multiagency data collection, will be made available to the scientific community at large, for evaluating plume characteristics, determining impact on the environment, and improving large-scale environmental models.

The Gulfstream-1 departed from Pasco, Washington, on July 21 and arrived in Bahrain, the mideast base of operations, on July 25. After final configuring of the aircraft equipment and extensive coordination with local government agencies, the first sampling mission was flown on July 31. The Gulfstream-1 was extensively reconfigured for chemistry, radiation, particle, and meteorological measurements, as indicated in the summary of instrumentation in Table 1. Additionally, the
TABLE 1. Summary of Aircraft Instrumentation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol spectrometer probe</td>
<td>Airborne aerosol 0.12-3 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle spectrometer probe</td>
<td>Droplets/particles 2-47 μm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total temperature system</td>
<td>Total/static temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure system</td>
<td>Ambient pressure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygrometer</td>
<td>Dewpoint temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nephelometer</td>
<td>Particle light scattering (bscat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozone analyzer</td>
<td>Ozone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ analyzer</td>
<td>CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO analyzer</td>
<td>NO₂/NOx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₂ analyzer</td>
<td>Submicron aerosol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO/NO₂ analyzer</td>
<td>CCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical aerosol analyzer</td>
<td>Solar radiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCN instrument</td>
<td>Gas phase hydrocarbons/CO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible and infrared radiation sensors</td>
<td>Integrated gas and aerosol filters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canister sampling system</td>
<td>Position/aircraft attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air sampling system with flowmeters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loran, global positioning system, inertial navigation system</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aircraft was equipped with specially installed air-conditioning equipment in anticipation of the extreme temperatures expected in the region during midsummer. Sampling operations would have been impossible without this equipment, as temperatures approaching 50°C and relative humidities of 80 to 90% were encountered. Even then, a few instruments malfunctioned as a result of the extreme environmental conditions.

Flight planning was conducted onsite daily, using local assistance from the Bahrain meteorology center, forecasts provided by an ARAMCO meteorology group in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia, and model-generated forecasts transmitted by facsimile from LLNL and NOAA. The NOAA forecasts, based on their HY-SPLIT transport and dispersion model, produced plume trajectories and 12-hour average soot concentrations. The LLNL ADPIC/MATHEW models produced map contours of plume concentration and plume age predictions. These forecasts served quite well at moderate distances from the plume source, but occasionally suffered inaccuracies at greater distances, not so much as a result of model inadequacies, but rather because of their reliance on numerically forecast winds over wide regions. Later in the study, missions were shifted to later in the day, to allow satellite data to be incorporated into the flight planning process so that aircraft positioning could be improved.

During the study, prevailing winds were predominantly from the north, generally carrying the plume southward from Kuwait over the eastern Arabian Peninsula and the Persian Gulf. Initial program planning had optimistically called for sampling flights farther downwind from the plume source, as far south as the Arabian Sea, but difficulty in accurately locating the plume at such extended distances, limited aircraft range, and difficulty in obtaining clearance for flight in southern Saudi airspace precluded successful sampling so far south.

The DOE team flew 13 sampling missions between July 31 and August 17, mostly near the northeast coast of Saudi Arabia, as shown in Figure 1, which shows the locations of major cross-plume sampling tracks. Missions were designed to intercept the plume at varying distances from the source, in order to sample the plume at different ages. Local meteorological conditions often foiled such attempts, however, causing recent and aged recirculated plume to occupy the same airspace. Typically, several traverses were flown along each track at elevations from 500 to 5000 m, to obtain measurements throughout the vertical extent of the plume and across its horizontal expanse.

Several integrated samples that were collected on filter media are undergoing analysis at BNL for a
number of organic and inorganic species, including SO₂, HNO₃, condensed volatile organic compounds, SO₄, NO₃, and several forms of carbon, and for aerosol light-absorption coefficient and aerosol mass. Canister samples are being analyzed at Battelle's Columbus laboratories to determine the light and heavy hydrocarbon contents of the plume and to provide backup indications of CO₂ concentrations. Processing of real-time tapes from the aircraft data acquisition system has begun.

**Preliminary Findings**

When all analysis tasks have been completed, a detailed data report will be prepared and data will be made available for inclusion in the WMO database. At this time, analysis tasks are under way, but none are yet completed. Preliminary indications from flight notes and real-time charts show widely varying concentrations of gas species and particulates, depending on plume age and distance from the source, as would be expected.
Near-source levels of SO₂ exceeded 200 ppb, the upper range limit of the instrument used. Levels of NO/NOₓ were several parts per billion, but substantially less than levels of SO₂; ozone levels were generally in the range of 50 to 70 ppb. Aerosol light scattering (bscat) readings often exceeded the instrument's full scale, 10⁻³ m⁻¹. Particle counts, as observed by optical counting probes, frequently exceeded 2000/cc, and similar counts obtained by a CCN counter operating at about 0.6% supersaturation level indicate that a high percentage of the particles in the plume are capable of forming condensate and, hence, are likely to be scavenged by precipitation. Plume height was not observed to be greater than about 5000 m, and it appears that, except at near-source distances where some self-lifting may have occurred, macroscopic atmospheric mixing processes were the dominant factors in elevating the plume. This agrees with findings noted by other teams and reinforces speculation that long-range transport of the plume will not occur, limiting climate modification to the near-source region. Specific data concerning plume radiative properties are not yet available, but it was quite evident from light extinction observed during flights into the plume that effects on solar flux will be significant.

ASCOT Program Scientific Direction

C. E. Elderkin

Overall Objective

Scientific research activities at the primary DOE laboratories participating in the Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program are coordinated by the ASCOT Program Scientific Direction project, which also arranges for collaborations with other supporting laboratories and university groups. The project leads the program in defining a scientific focus for the ASCOT program, representing the consolidated interests of the participants, and pursuing significant scientific challenges to the boundary layer community. At the same time it links scientific outputs with DOE's mission-related needs.

Objectives for FY 1991

During the past year, the objectives of the project were to

- conduct the ASCOT experimental program in the Front Range area of the Colorado Rockies, focusing on its multivalley drainage and multilayered flows,
- begin planning long-range experimental and modeling investigations of interactions between mesoscale circulations in the boundary layer and larger regional- and synoptic-scale circulations,
- begin transforming ASCOT measurement technology to a technology based primarily on remote sensing, and
- build a stronger link between the basic scientific output of the ASCOT program and the emergency preparedness needs of DOE, especially through cooperation with the Rocky Flats Plant.

Accomplishments

The primary accomplishments of the ASCOT Scientific Direction project in FY 1991 were to

- lead the planning and implementation of winter nighttime experiments along the Front Range of the Colorado Rockies; coordinate ASCOT meteorological measurements in these experiments with tracer releases in the EG&G Rocky Flats Winter Validation Study;
- provide guidance and incremental funding for Argonne National Laboratory to adapt and install two minisodars measuring detailed three-component wind profiles and eight Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory towers measuring near-surface winds, temperatures, and net radiation in the Front Range area; their continuous operation was promoted as a part of the intensive winter experiment and as the beginning of a mesoscale measurement network integrating in situ and remote-sensing technology;
- provide a "first look" analysis of one of the Front Range winter experiments, i.e., that of the night of February 4-5, 1991, as a demonstration of integrating the various times, locations, and times of measurements to describe the complex, evolving meteorology within the experiment domain; an example analysis was included in an ASCOT summary report of the experimental series;
- organize and chair a Planning and Advisory Panel (PAP) meeting, which included ASCOT
program leaders from DOE laboratories and participating National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration laboratories, DOE/Office of Health and Environmental Research staff, and EG&G/Rocky Flats staff; the meeting was held to establish the scope of future multiyear research in the Front Range area, its scientific objectives, and its linkage with the emergency preparedness needs of DOE in general and site studies at the Rocky Flats Plant in particular; and

- conduct an ASCOT science meeting in November 1991, involving all (approximately 40) scientists contributing to the ASCOT program, to present their latest findings from earlier experiments on the western slopes of the Rockies, their recent analysis and modeling results from research in the Tennessee Valley around Oak Ridge National Laboratory In ASCOT-90, and their initial observations from the Front Range ASCOT-91 experiments; a follow-on workshop with the meeting participants was organized, to define the principal scientific questions, and program objectives for the next four years of research in the Front Range.

Case Study: A Meteorological Description of the ASCOT-91 Experiment

In FY 1991, the ASCOT program initiated research on transport and dispersion in the Front Range area of the Rocky Mountains, around DOE’s Rocky Flats Plant. In January and February 1991, ASCOT winter nighttime meteorological experiments were conducted in conjunction with the tracer releases of EG&G/Rocky Flats’ Winter Validation Study.

As a focus for the 1991 ASCOT field measurement, two hypotheses were investigated:

- The major canyons in the area (Coal Creek and Eldorado) provide a significant fraction of the nocturnal cold air draining from the mountains over the Rocky Flats region, and thus play a major role in determining the nocturnal transport and diffusion in this area.
- In the first 10 km from the mountains, the structure of the cold air drainage evolves significantly with distance, including pronounced changes in the flow depth, speed, and the height of the wind speed maximum.

To address these hypotheses with necessary measurements in the near field, the ASCOT program deployed instruments on towers in the foothills and at mountain sites as described in Table 1, and installed profiling instrumentation, as described in Table 2. Figure 1 shows the location of each measurement site.

In the past, very few measurements of meteorological variables have been taken on a regular basis within a radius of 10 km of the Rocky Flats Plant. Thus, there is little documentation or understanding of air flows out of the Rocky Mountains and over the foothills immediately surrounding Rocky Flats. Only a 60-m tower on the Rocky Flats Plant site provides data for estimating flow features responsible for transport and diffusions in the near field. The NOAA PROFS network provides data at greater distances (15 to 50 km) surrounding the site but only at the surface. Two radar profilers, one at Stapleton airport and one at Platteville, provide a measure of vertical variability in the wind field, but at too great a distance to define drainage and near-surface flows over the Rocky Flats Plant and populated areas nearby. Thus, both surface and vertical profiling measurements needed significant augmentation for the intensive field campaign.

Surface distributions and vertical profiles of nocturnal winds and temperatures were measured in the mountains and at the exits of the Coal Creek

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Instrumentation</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BR</td>
<td>Bartlett's Ranch</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>1867</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>Pat's Flat</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>1875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JR</td>
<td>Jim's Ranch</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>2059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Lois' Ranch</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>2056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Linda's Ranch</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>Paul's Peak</td>
<td>2,3</td>
<td>2473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>Rim Rock</td>
<td>1,3</td>
<td>2330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td>Tolland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2708</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Codes relate to figure.
(b) 1 = 2 levels wind speed, wind direction, \(\alpha\), temperature, and \(\Delta T\). Instrument levels are 6.1 and 17.88 m.
2 = 1 level wind speed, wind direction, \(\alpha\), and temperature instrument level is 8.83 m.
3 = Net radiometer.
and Eldorado canyons, on slopes between these two canyons, and on the plains east of the Front Range.

- The eight-tower network measured hourly-averaged wind and temperature at 6 and 18 m, plus net radiation on four of the towers.
- Three minisodars (two fixed and one mobile) each provided three components of wind and turbulence to a height of about 200 m at 8-m increments; winds were measured continuously at 1-minute intervals and averaged over 15-minute time segments.
- Three tethersondes measured wind, temperature, humidity, and pressure each hour to about the 600-m height, nominally at intervals of 4 to 12 m, on balloon ascent and descent.
- An airsonde sampled wind, temperature, humidity, and pressure through the troposphere once every two hours. Height intervals of 30, 50, and 100 m were used for sampling winds to 300 m, 3 km, and above 3 km, respectively (temperature and humidity measurements were more frequent).
- A rawinsonde took wind, temperature, humidity, and pressure measurements through the troposphere every two hours, typically to an altitude of 7 km (400 mb) above sea level (MSL) at height intervals of about 25 m through most of the sounding (i.e., to about 4 km MSL) and larger intervals above 4 km.

Multiple scales of profiling were necessary because little is known of the detailed vertical structure or the depth of drainage layers and their linkages with one another and with synoptic flow fields. Definition of the changing vertical and horizontal structure was aided by Doppler lidar scans that mapped winds flowing out of the two canyons and off the slopes. Their evolution as they moved out over the plains was characterized by scans taken several times each hour through the night.
Data from meteorological measurement activities other than the ASCOT program's will also be utilized in analyses. Concurrent data will be obtained from the Winter Validation Study Tracer Tests, the Rocky Flats Plant 60-m tower, the PROFS network, and a number of radar profilers and radio-acoustic sounding systems operated for EG&G/Rocky Flats in the area, as well as routine National Weather Service Data.

During the ASCOT-91 experiment series, six nighttime experiments were conducted. The degree of synoptic forcing varied. At the beginning of the series, a high-pressure cell at the surface moved in from the west with moderate downslope flow ahead of it and strong zonal westerly flow aloft. As the surface high cell centered itself over the Continental Divide and stabilized there for the remainder of the series, it created fairly light surface winds except where strong drainage was present. At 500 mb, a series of troughs and ridges followed, producing upper-level winds from various directions (SW, W, NW, N, and S), and at light to moderate speeds (3 to 28 m/s). Thus, the effects of light, stable boundary layer flow containing streams of modest drainage, interacting with minimal to fairly strong synoptic forcing from different directions over or along the mountain ranges, can be studied through the series of experiments. The network of surface measurements and profiles, together with the Doppler lidar scans focusing on the three-dimensional structure and variability of air flow, was able to identify interacting layers of wind that changed significantly throughout the night. A first look at one experiment, on the night of February 4-5, 1991, with light winds and stable conditions at the surface (resulting in an air pollution alert in the Denver area) showed the following:
A layer of surface-cooled air drained from the mountain valleys toward the east over the adjacent foothills.

The primary drainage flows were from the Coal Creek and Eldorado canyons and persisted throughout the night.

Shallow drainage was detected off the slopes between the canyons; some localized return flows and eddies in the lee of the drainage flows from the canyons were also detected.

Above the drainage, a layer of regional-scale flow from the south followed the base of the mountains. This layer decreased in depth with time and at one point broke into vortices.

Still higher, winds in a transitional shear zone veered from south through west to finally parallel the synoptic-scale winds that prevailed from the north.

Streams of air from the synoptic flow were channeled by the mountains to move from the northwest through major canyons into the intermediate shear zone, and impinging on the lower layers.

These elevated streams of air descending out of canyons reoriented the surface and near-surface flow from southwest to northwest in a limited area around Rocky Flats and for a limited time around 1:00 a.m. Mountain Standard Time.

Later, the elevated streams weakened and near-surface flow returned to southerly above thin westerly drainage.

Drainage from the canyons meandered south of west to north of west with some guidance from the layer above. Eldorado Canyon drainage split into two plumes at times, the lower guided toward the northeast by terrain along the South Boulder Creek and the upper toward the east or southeast by the layer above.

The range of the drainage flows at the surface was limited to approximately a 15-km radius around Rocky Flats; southerly regional flow persisted beyond. The elevated streams from canyons extended further.

The case chosen for analysis and the results summarized above are not intended to represent typical wind patterns for the area. Rather, they demonstrate how complex and variable the wind field typically is in space and time around Rocky Flats. Analysis of other experiments in the series will examine the expected canyon drainages and how they are influenced by different conditions. This case study does also demonstrate that, with the mix of diverse measurements made, it is possible to interpret the primary features of the convoluted and evolving flow field over the area. It is clear, however, that the three-dimensional character of the flow can only be defined adequately using multiple, continuously profiling instruments, which only a network of remote-sensing equipment can provide.

It can be concluded that for conditions of light surface winds with minimal synoptic forcing, as hypothesized, the surface wind field over the foothills near the mountains is dominated by drainage from canyons rather than off open slopes. Also, the results show that the effects of synoptic- and regional-scale flows, always present to some degree, can never be excluded from consideration.

The observed evolution of surface drainage and the multilayered nature of the flow can be expected to seriously distort the dispersion patterns from tracer releases at the surface. Furthermore, for an elevated release, even more significant distortions of the dispersion will occur.

Coupling/Decoupling of Synoptic and Valley Circulations

C. J. Whiteman, K. J. Allwine, and J. M. Hubbe

In recent years, the Coupling/Decoupling of Synoptic and Valley Circulations project has focused attention on the interactions that occur between circulations of different scales. In FY 1991, in keeping with the Atmospheric Studies In Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program's long-range plan to move to larger scales and support DOE's emergency response needs, efforts were focused on 1) determining the interactions between synoptic and valley circulations in the Tennessee Valley near Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 2) gaining a better understanding of the meteorological processes that lead to stagnation and ventilation in basins in the Southwest, and 3) investigating atmospheric dispersion in a basin. Brief reports on these three research efforts follow.
FY 1991 Research Highlights
Oak Ridge Wind Climatology

During FY 1991, climatological investigations were pursued to improve understanding of the relationships between the winds in the Tennessee Valley near Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and the geostrophic winds that flow above the valley. The work was begun by hypothesizing four mechanisms that would relate valley winds to the winds aloft. The consequences of these four mechanisms on joint wind direction frequency patterns is illustrated in Figure 1 for a hypothetical valley having the same northeast-southwest orientation as the Tennessee Valley.

The first hypothesis (thermally driven winds) is that winds in the valley are decoupled from the winds aloft, so that local winds develop only as a result of thermal contrasts within the valley. In this case, the theory of valley winds implies that winds will blow along the valley axis, with up-valley winds during the day and down-valley winds during the night.

The second hypothesis (downward momentum transport) is that valley winds are strongly coupled to the winds aloft by the transport of horizontal momentum downward into the wide valley, so that winds within the valley have the same direction as the winds aloft. The winds are expected to turn slightly toward lower pressure as they near the surface because of friction.

The third hypothesis (forced channeling) is that winds are channeled along the valley's axis by the component of the geostrophic wind that is superimposed along the valley's length. This mechanism implies that winds within the valley would blow up-valley when winds aloft were from southeast, south, southwest, west, or northwest. Otherwise, down-valley winds would occur.

The final hypothesis (pressure-driven channeling) is that winds inside the valley are driven along the valley's axis by the component of the geostrophic pressure gradient that is superimposed along the valley's length. According to this hypothesis, winds blow along the valley axis, with up-valley winds occurring when winds aloft are from the southwest, west, northwest, north, or northeast. Otherwise, down-valley winds would occur. Since geostrophic winds are perpendicular to the pressure gradient (i.e., geostrophic winds blow parallel to the isobars), the joint frequency distribution curve in Figure 1 is shifted 90° from the curve for the third hypothesis.

To examine these four hypothetical relationships between winds in a valley and winds aloft, the research approach was to evaluate the extent to which the mechanisms act alone or in combination to produce the winds observed in the Tennessee Valley. This was done by examining actual patterns in joint wind frequency distributions. For this purpose, 5 years of meteorological data were obtained from a 100-m tower (Tower C) at ORNL. Wind data from the 100-m level of this tower were considered representative of winds within the valley. A concurrent 5-year set of twice-daily (6 a.m. and 6 p.m. Eastern Standard Time) rawinsonde soundings was obtained from the National Weather Service for four sites surrounding ORNL, and geostrophic winds at the 850-mb pressure level (about 1500 m MSL) above the Tower C site were obtained by interpolation. The joint frequency distributions were based on the hourly averaged tower data nearest in time to the twice-daily geostrophic winds.

---

**FIGURE 1.** Schematic Joint Wind Direction Frequency Distribution Curve for Valley Wind Direction and Geostrophic Wind Direction for a Northeast-Southwest-Oriented Valley, Illustrating the Four Hypothetical Mechanisms Relating Upper Level and Valley Winds.
Climatological investigations show that Tower C winds are very weak. Daytime (and to some extent nighttime) winds have a nearly equal probability of blowing up or down the valley, providing little support for the hypothesis of thermally driven winds. The joint frequency distribution in Figure 2 shows that wind directions are predominantly along the valley axis, suggesting that downward transport of horizontal momentum is not a key process. The pattern of joint frequency distributions supports the fourth hypothesis, suggesting that winds in the Tennessee Valley at ORNL are produced predominantly by synoptic-scale pressure gradients that are superimposed along the valley’s axis. Despite this strong support for the fourth hypothesis, further work has shown that downward momentum transport does play a minor role in the afternoon and that weak thermally driven flows play a minor role in the morning. A continuing investigation focuses on developing means to quantify the relative roles of the four alternate hypotheses. The results are expected to prove useful for improving wind predictions at ORNL.

Dispersion Meteorology of Valleys and Basins

During FY 1991, results from two nighttime atmospheric tracer experiments were investigated further. In this summary, we contrast the differing results from the two experiments and point out the important physical effects.

The first experiment was conducted in the Brush Creek Valley of western Colorado during September and October 1984; the second experiment was in the Roanoke Basin of Virginia during January and February 1989. Both experiments were conducted under clear skies with weak synoptic winds, so that local thermally driven flows prevailed. Tracer releases from near ground level were continuous, each lasting for several hours. Ground-level concentrations of the tracer from distances as far as 8 km from the source were compared. For the Roanoke Basin and Brush Creek Valley, respectively, the hour-average wind speeds at the release locations were 0.6 and 1.5 m/s, values for the standard deviation of the horizontal wind speed (σ_v) were 0.20 and 0.38 m/s, and values for the standard deviation of the vertical wind speed (σ_w) were 0.03 and 0.19 m/s. These wind and turbulence characteristics suggest that the plume in the Brush Creek Valley would be more disperse and so give lower ground-level concentrations than the plume in the Roanoke Basin. This was not shown by the measurements, however (see Figure 3).

Nighttime average ground-level concentrations 8 km from the release site in the Brush Creek Valley were greater than those measured in the Roanoke Basin by roughly a factor of 300. There are several possible reasons why ground-level concentrations for the two similar releases would differ so much: 1) The tracer plume was narrowly confined by the sidewalls in the Brush Creek Valley. 2) The plume centerline followed the slope of the valley floor as it moved down-valley in Brush Creek Valley. 3) The plume became elevated in the Roanoke Basin as it travelled over the top of a

**FIGURE 2.** Joint Frequency Distribution for Valley and Geostrophic Winds in the Tennessee Valley. Valley winds are observed at the 100-m level of Tower C at ORNL, while the geostrophic winds are at the 850-mb pressure level over ORNL. Contours are the number of cases of winds from the directions indicated; the total number of observations is 3082. The heavy dashed line is the joint frequency distribution pattern to be compared to the patterns in Figure 1.
convective boundary layer in the valley, the tracer within the valley was carried into the upper reaches of the valley atmosphere and ventilated from the valley. This was evidenced both by tracer records from the ridgetop samplers and by a tracer mass budget applied to a control volume of the valley atmosphere. The ventilation rate was determined from the tracer mass budget. The budget results were consistent with the magnitude and timing of concentrations measured by the ridgetop samplers. Tracer began to move from the valley shortly after sunrise, with the maximum ventilation rate occurring within 1 to 1.5 hours after astronomical sunrise. The ventilation rate decayed exponentially to relatively low values within 4 hours following sunrise. Ridgetop concentrations began increasing from background levels within 1 hour of sunrise, peaked within 4 hours of sunrise, and then began to decrease.

Wintertime Meteorology in the Colorado Plateaus Basin

Activities in FY 1991 included the analysis of data from a large meteorological field study conducted in the winter of 1989-90 in the Colorado Plateaus Basin. The data were collected for Arizona’s Salt River Project, to investigate the causes of wintertime low-visibility episodes in Grand Canyon National Park.

The Colorado Plateaus Basin of Colorado, Arizona, Utah, and New Mexico is a major geomorphic province of the Southwest and includes much of the drainage area of the upper Colorado River, including the Lake Powell Basin and the Little Colorado River. The Colorado Plateaus Basin is an area of mesas and canyons surrounded on all sides by higher mountains. The Grand Canyon is the major channel between the basin and the Basin and Range Province farther to the west.

Analyses of the 1989-90 data show several major meteorological features in the region:

- Deep and persistent temperature inversions form in the Colorado Plateaus Basin in the winter. Observations over the upper slopes of the basin show shallow but intense ground-based inversions, with downslope flows feeding the basin inversion. Surface energy budget measurements show that the typical wintertime basin inversions are not destroyed by normal daytime sensible heat fluxes at the floor.
of the basin. Rather, they are periodically destroyed by traveling synoptic storm systems. Model calculations show that this situation changes in late winter or early spring, as sensible heat flux increases with higher sun angles and longer days.

- Shallow convective boundary layers grow during daytime over the floor of the basin. The convective boundary layers do not grow deep enough to break the wintertime basin inversion. Within the convective boundary layers, upslope flows develop over inclined surfaces.

- Winds within the basin inversion are often weak, and stagnations and recirculations are important features of the meteorology.

- Winds within the upper two-thirds of the Grand Canyon are channeled along the canyon axis and appear to be driven by synoptic-scale pressure gradients that are superimposed along the channel. This finding suggests that the movement or development of synoptic-scale pressure systems across the Southwest affects the direction of pollutant transport through the Grand Canyon and through other low-lying passes on the western edge of the Colorado Plateaus Basin. The flow through the canyon is from west to east when relatively high pressures occur on the west end of the canyon, and is from east to west when relatively low pressures occur on the west end of the canyon. Thus, when an eastward-moving synoptic-scale low pressure system moves into the Southwest, the flow in the canyon is from east to west, providing a mechanism that moves pollutants into the canyon from the Colorado Plateaus Basin.

Other Technical Progress
The Coupling/Decoupling project participated in the ASCOT-91 meteorological and tracer experiments at the Rocky Flats Plant in Colorado's Front Range in early 1991. Data processing and analysis began in FY 1991 and will be continued for the next two years as other participants provide their data sets to the central database. The Coupling/Decoupling project will also continue to participate in long-range planning for the ASCOT program.

Future Research
In the next year, this work will be extended. Future work will concentrate on the interaction of circulations at different scales of motion, using the 1991 data set for the Front Range and other data from an experiment to be conducted there in the summer of 1993. Special investigations of valley and basin meteorology will focus on the energetics of the buildup of nocturnal temperature inversions.

Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex Terrain
J. C. Doran
The major objective of the Atmospheric Diffusion in Complex Terrain (ADICT) project has been to identify and study the forcing mechanisms that determine the structure and evolution of wind and temperature fields in regions of complex terrain, so that their effects on the transport and dispersion of atmospheric pollutants can be evaluated and predicted. In FY 1991, two modeling studies and one field study were carried out to address this goal. Accomplishments include

- completion of a 2-week field measurement program in Colorado's Front Range near the Rocky Flats Plant,

- completion of a numerical modeling study of the effects of regional-scale topography on the local wind fields observed over the Hanford Site during winter inversion periods, and

- continuing numerical studies of the dynamic forcing mechanisms for winds in the Tennessee Valley in the vicinity of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

In addition, development began on a nonhydrostatic mesoscale model that may eventually replace the hydrostatic code used for many of the modeling studies in this project.

Colorado Field Study
In late January and early February 1991, PNL participated in a multilaboratory measurement program in Colorado's Front Range near the Rocky Flats Plant. The experiment was designed to obtain a
preliminary picture of some of the complex meteorological features of the area that may have an influence on the fate of atmospheric contaminants released in the region. The ADICT project pooled its resources with two other PNL projects, Coupling and Decoupling of Local and Synoptic Circulations (DECUP) and Direct Simulation of Atmospheric Turbulence (DSAT), to support the measurement effort.

PNL operated a minisodar about 10 km from the outflow of a small canyon to the southwest of the Rocky Flats Plant to examine the extent and structure of flows originating in the canyon. In addition, PNL released airsondes from a second site, north of the minisodar site, to obtain wind and temperature profiles during eight nights of the experiment. The airsonde data have been processed, work on the minisodar data has commenced, and analyses are being planned. Additional details are given in this volume in the report from the DSAT project.

**Hanford Site Modeling Study**

A numerical mesoscale model was used to simulate the effects of regional and local terrain, synoptic forcing, and atmospheric stability on the wind fields in the Columbia basin, with particular attention to the Hanford Site. Observations show that, during winter inversion conditions, there is often a shear zone to the lee of Rattlesnake Mountain over the Hanford Site. The temporal evolution of the winds over the northern portion of the Site can vary widely from one day to the next, but the winds over the southern part of the Site show less variability. A series of numerical experiments were carried out that identified major factors that determine the details of the wind field development. In particular, the appearance of northwest flow over the northern portion of the Site with southwest flow over the southern portion seems to be related to channeled flow in the Kittitas Valley and Snoqualmie Pass regions, 75-150 km to the northwest. An example of a simulated flow pattern is shown in Figure 1. Additional numerical experiments considered the effects of increased wind shear, varying ambient wind directions, and modifications in the thermal structure of the atmosphere; the results agreed well with observations. Numerical experiments such as these, coupled with new atmospheric wind and temperature profiling instrumentation, may provide opportunities for improved forecasting for operational and emergency uses.

**Tennessee Valley Simulations**

The winds in the Tennessee Valley near Oak Ridge National Laboratory are often light and tend to blow either up or down the valley. This tendency does not appear to be related to the typical thermally driven wind systems observed in some previous ASCOT (Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain) field programs, such as those in the Brush Creek Valley in Colorado. Instead, the directions are apparently related to pressure-gradient forces and channeling by the Tennessee Valley. These features were found in a climatological study carried out under the DECUP project. In cooperation with that project, this modeling study was conducted to examine the response of valley winds to various synoptic forcing patterns. The study is still in progress, but results thus far show...
good agreement with the climatological data. Simulations suggest that, under stable conditions, synoptic wind directions between 200° and 360° will produce valley wind directions that will be generally up-valley; for other synoptic directions the valley winds will flow down-valley. There is also some dependence on synoptic wind speeds and the degree of thermal decoupling of the valley atmosphere from the air aloft. Additional studies of the formation of stagnant zones in the valley and their relationship to cold air pooling are continuing.

**Future Studies**

In FY 1992, increasing attention will be given to descriptions and analyses of atmospheric dispersion. Specifically, intensive analyses of the meteorological and tracer data collected during the 1991 ASCOT experiment in Colorado will begin. The tracer data will be used to help identify and characterize the physical processes that govern diffusion near the Front Range. To support such analyses, ADICT will begin a climatological study of the area, utilizing the data being collected from a network of meteorological instruments in the region. This research will be further supported by initial efforts to incorporate four-dimensional data assimilation techniques into a dynamic mesoscale model.

**Interactions Between Surface Exchange Processes and Atmospheric Circulations**

**J. C. Doran**

The objective of the Interactions Between Surface Exchange Processes and Atmospheric Circulations (IBSEPAC) project is to study 1) the effects of surface exchanges of heat, momentum, and moisture on the generation of circulation patterns in the atmospheric boundary layer and 2) possible feedback mechanisms on the surface processes. The IBSEPAC project will integrate numerical modeling and field measurements to increase our understanding of the complex relationships between these phenomena. Of particular interest to IBSEPAC are the effects of heterogenous surfaces on boundary layer properties and the development of methods to measure and describe such effects. This area of study is closely related to issues of concern to such programs as the Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCO), and Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) programs.

The IBSEPAC project was a new project in FY 1991 and comprised only a limited effort (approximately three staff-months total) during its initial year. Work was begun on two tasks that will continue into FY 1992. The first task was to upgrade PNL's existing capabilities for measuring surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and moisture. Activities included the testing of a new sonic anemometer used for measuring heat and momentum fluxes, the integration of a new data acquisition system with the sonic anemometer, and the development of algorithms for processing and displaying the data. The second task was a preliminary effort to implement improved modules for describing surface exchange processes in mesoscale models. The intent was to use existing treatments rather than to develop new approaches, so that the resulting model could be used for a variety of numerical experiments.

Work will continue in these areas during FY 1992. The utility of a field measurement program to examine the relationship between sensible heat fluxes and air-surface temperature differences over semi-arid terrain is being evaluated. A modeling study of the effects of widely differing vegetation and moisture patterns on circulation patterns in the Pacific Northwest will also begin. A substantial effort to install and operate a radar profiler for wind measurements and a radio-acoustic sounding system (RASS) for temperature measurements in the boundary layer is also anticipated. Delivery of these instruments is expected in 1992; installation, testing, data interpretation, and data display will be major tasks. Research will also begin on combining surface-based flux measurements with profile measurements to characterize local boundary layer responses to time-varying fluxes.

**Direct Simulation of Atmospheric Turbulence**

**J. C. Doran**

The objective of the Direct Simulation of Atmospheric Turbulence (DSAT) project is to use advanced numerical models to simulate complex
nonlinear dynamics in atmospheric flows. In addition, in cooperation with other PNL programs, the DSAT project jointly supports activities of DOE's Atmospheric Studies in Complex Terrain (ASCOT) program in experimental and analytical studies of atmospheric dynamics and their effects on diffusion of atmospheric pollutants. In FY 1991, principal accomplishments of DSAT included

- Initial examination of numerical techniques to be used in the direct simulation of stable boundary layer flows,
- a preliminary investigation of the development of small-scale models on massively parallel computers,
- completion of an analysis of the interaction between thermally forced and synoptic winds,
- completion of a two-week field measurement program in Colorado's Front Range near the Rocky Flats Plant,
- a budget study of nighttime air mass and tracer concentrations in Brush Creek Valley, and
- sensitive tracer analyses of samples obtained in the Grand Canyon area that revealed the presence of aged plumes, suggesting possible significant recirculation episodes during the winter.

**Direct Numerical Simulations**

The DSAT project is supporting J. Barnard's graduate research program in direct numerical simulations of stable turbulent boundary layer flows at the University of Washington under the direction of Prof. J. Riley. Recent work has involved the selection of a suitable numerical method to carry out the necessary integrations of the governing equations. Although spectral methods are attractive, some modifications are required because the computational domain is not finite nor does it permit the use of periodic boundary conditions. A technique suggested by Spalart et al. (1991) is currently being tested. This technique has shown some promise but its ability to simulate internal gravity waves adequately is unknown.

**Interactions Between Synoptic and Thermally Forced Winds**

Analyses of the thermally forced winds and the synoptic wind field above the Roan Plateau in Colorado were completed, using results from numerical simulations with a nonhydrostatic meso-scale model. Observational data and model results were used to detail the development of the deep nocturnal boundary layer found above the plateau. The shear between the low-level thermally driven flows and the large-scale overlying wind field was found to enhance turbulent mixing of the cold surface layer air upward to form a deep mesoscale boundary layer. A paper by Doran and Skyllingstad (1992) describes the results of the experiment.

**Colorado Field Study**

In late January and early February 1991, PNL participated in a multilaboratory measurement program (ASCOT) in Colorado's Front Range near DOE's Rocky Flats Plant. As part of that effort, PNL obtained a minisodar and deployed it approximately 10 km from the mouth of Coal Creek Canyon in Colorado's Front Range in December 1990. The instrument has been operating nearly continuously since that time. The data obtained during the ASCOT experiment revealed the presence of complex layering, shears, and thermal decoupling in the area. The data obtained in the continuing study will be used to help establish a "climatology" of the area, using funding from a complementary PNL ASCOT project.

**Budget Studies**

A budget study was carried out using tracer, lidar, and tethersonde data collected during the 1984 ASCOT experiment in Brush Creek Valley in Colorado. The study sought to demonstrate a balance between the release rates of tracers emitted in the valley and the amount of tracer passing arcs of samplers located down the valley from the release point. Results show that good agreement can be obtained between the rates of tracer release and the tracer fluxes if the magnitudes of the down-valley winds obtained from the tethersonde results are used in conjunction with cross-valley profile shapes obtained from the lidar data. The use of lidar-derived wind magnitudes, instead of tethersonde-derived values, results in an approximately 25% discrepancy between the release rates and the fluxes. By using the tethersonde values, it is then possible to estimate subsequent ventilation rates of tracer from the valley during the breakup of the inversion after sunrise. These rates are useful in regional air-quality models because the effects of time-varying source...
terms can be described accurately. These analyses formed part of K. J. Allwine’s dissertation research at Washington State University.

**Tracer Analyses**

Perfluorocarbon tracer (PFT) samples collected over the Grand Canyon region in another program were analyzed during FY 1991 under the DSAT project. Recent improvements in PNL’s gas chromatograph PFT analytical system allowed the measurement of tracer concentrations as low as 10^-15 by volume. Samples obtained on 9 days were analyzed, and for 4 of these days traces of aged plume were detected. Aged plumes contain tracer released one or more days prior to the sampling period. Such findings suggest the possible occurrence of recirculation episodes, i.e., conditions under which material released into the atmosphere may first drift away and then return to an area, thereby increasing the likelihood of poor air quality and limited visibility.

**Future Studies**

In FY 1992, the use of numerical models to study nonlinear atmospheric dynamics will continue to be the major focus of this program. Support for the study of direct simulations of stable boundary layer flows by J. Barnard will continue. A numerical investigation of the interaction between synoptic and local flows in the Tennessee Valley, begun in PNL’s ADICT project, will be shifted to the DSAT project. Additional work will be carried out either to develop a user-friendly nonhydrostatic model or to secure a more powerful model from one of several sources; this new model will replace or supplement codes currently in use at PNL. Work will begin on simulating aspects of the flow fields in Colorado’s Front Range, including possible studies of the meso-β circulations driven by diurnal heating and cooling over the Front Range and the adjacent plains and examination of wave-turbulence interactions, which may be an important mechanism in turbulent exchange during stable conditions.
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**The Fifth International Conference on Precipitation Scavenging and Atmosphere-Surface Exchange Processes**

W. R. Barchet, W. G. N. Slinn, and C. E. Elderkin

The Fifth International Conference on Precipitation Scavenging and Atmosphere-Surface Exchange Processes was organized and hosted by PNL on July 15-19, 1991, in Richland, Washington. As with previous conferences in this series held over the past two decades, the goal of the Fifth Conference was to facilitate the description, discussion, and documentation of current knowledge about the processes involved in scavenging of environmental pollutants by clouds and precipitation and about the atmosphere-surface exchange of pollutants and other trace gases. The conference was especially timely and relevant, as a decade of research on the local and regional problems of acid rain had just been concluded and new investigations of larger-scale problems of pollutant transport, chemical transformation, removal, and interactions with radiative transfer and the biosphere are being initiated.

Specific themes of the conference concerned the measurement of and models for precipitation scavenging and air-surface exchange processes and their adequacy for applications to future problems, such as those associated with atmospheric oxidants, hazardous wastes, and global environmental change. About 100 podium presentations in 18 technical sessions and about 50 poster presentations addressed these topics. Many of the technical sessions were introduced by invited review presentations.

The conference was attended by 162 scientists. Participation by foreign scientists was strong, with 21 foreign countries represented by 80 scientists.
and students. The co-chairpersons for the conference were W. George N. Slinn (PNL) and Stephen E. Schwartz (Brookhaven National Laboratory). A two-volume set of peer-reviewed papers based on the conference presentations will be published in 1992 by Hemisphere Publishing Corporation of New York.

Financial support for the conference was provided by DOE, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration, the Electric Power Research Institute, the Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada, the National Science Foundation, and Battelle Memorial Institute.
CLIMATE RESEARCH

Climate change research at the Pacific Northwest Laboratory (PNL) is aimed at reducing uncertainties in the fundamental processes that control climate systems that currently prevent accurate predictions of climate change and its effects. PNL is responsible for coordinating and integrating the field and laboratory measurement programs, modeling studies, and data analysis activities of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) program. The ARM program will increase the reliability of predicting regional and global changes in climate in response to increasing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases, including CO$_2$. Improvements in the treatment of radiative transfer in general circulation models (GCMs) under clear sky, broken cloud, and general overcast conditions and improvements in the parameterization of cloud properties, cloud formation, and cloud maintenance in GCMs are the objectives of the multi-laboratory effort being led by PNL.

Ocean research related to climate change is examining ocean-atmosphere interaction, ocean circulation and climate modeling, and the technology of making ocean measurements. The program is conducting experimental studies and modeling exchange processes at the air-sea interface for heat, CO$_2$, and other radiatively active gases. Physical, chemical, and biological processes involved in transfer mechanisms at the sea surface, such as bubble plumes and surface microlayer films, are being studied experimentally. The ocean dynamics that transport and redistribute heat and gases captured at the surface are so far not well understood; consequently, PNL is working to improve the parameterizations of the dynamics of the surface mixed layer, transport through the thermocline, and formation of deep water.

Research on greenhouse gas emissions is under way to improve the reliability of forecasts of emissions of CO$_2$ and other radiatively active gases. Model development, validation, and uncertainty evaluations depend on improved and expanded databases, including more definitive information on energy production and consumption practices. The changing technologies and policies of the United States and other countries are being analyzed to anticipate contributions to future emissions of greenhouse gases and their effects on society, particularly on a regional basis.

Methods are being developed and implemented for analyzing the impacts of climate change and CO$_2$ increases on natural resources and society at the regional level. Data are being gathered and examined on climatic, environmental, and societal characteristics for a region of the United States, and approaches are being developed for predicting the consequences of climate change for natural, biological, and human resources.

As part of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) program to quantify the linkages between changes in atmospheric composition and the temperature of the planet, PNL is studying how clouds and aerosols interact with short- and long-wave radiation to regulate the heating of the planet. Data from a network of surface-based, spectrally resolved direct and diffuse short-wave radiation sensors and ancillary meteorological sensors will be used to improve the parameterization of the radiative effects of clouds and aerosols.

Improvements to climate models that are gained through advances in our understanding of the chemistry and physics of the climate system must be integrated with the rapid pace of advances in computer technology. Therefore, DOE's Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics, and Model Physics (CHAMMP) climate modeling program has as its goal the development of models and computing systems that can run from 1,000 to 10,000 times faster than today's systems. Only with such increases in computational speed can climate models become useful policy tools.
The progress described in the articles that follow was supported by the following research projects:

- Quantitative Links
- CHAMMP Detallee Assignment
- Atmospheric Radiation Measurements
- CO₂ Energy Systems Research
- CO₂ Ocean Research
- CO₂ Resource Analysis Research.
Climate Research

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program: Field Measurements for Radiation Forcing and Feedbacks in General Circulation Models

G. M. Stokes and T. S. Cress

Atmospheric general circulation models (GCMs) are a useful tool for advancing understanding of the global climate system and the impact that human activities have on it. For instance, how different energy scenarios change the atmospheric concentration of carbon dioxide can be investigated through the use of GCMs. One of DOE's goals is to improve the performance of GCMs as tools for predicting global climate change. To achieve this goal, DOE initiated a multifaceted research program that concentrates on improved understanding of the physical processes modeled in GCMs that limit GCM performance.

The Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program is the major field portion of DOE's climate change research program. The ARM Program is focused on improving the treatment of cloud radiative forcing and feedbacks in GCMs, because that is currently the major source of uncertainty in the models.

The objective of the ARM Program is to characterize radiative processes in the atmosphere with improved resolution and accuracy. A key to this characterization is the effective treatment of cloud formation and radiation transfer in climate research models. The experimental design incorporates the following elements:

• up to five permanent measurement sites comprising a highly instrumented central facility and a surrounding network of sensors to document the cloud distribution and morphology in the atmospheric volume above each site,
• a network of meteorological observation stations at each of the five sites to document surface meteorological and radiative conditions over an area comparable in size to the computational grid cell used by a GCM,
• a relocatable facility of ARM instruments,
• airborne in situ measurements for comparison to ground-based remote-sensing instrumentation, and
• satellite data from existing operational and research satellites.

In FY 1991, the ARM Program prepared to begin measurements in FY 1992 with the phased implementation of the first field site. Efforts included

• establishing working priorities for long- and short-term occupation of measurement sites,
• analyzing the scientific objectives of each locale, including the technical and geographic characteristics of the sites that would affect observational strategies,
• establishing a Site Management Plan that delineates responsibilities of the Site Program Manager, Site Scientist, and Site Operator,
• identifying measurements and measurement strategies required to meet the program objectives,
• selecting instrumentation to produce the required measurements, and
• designing a data management system to acquire instrument and external (e.g., satellite data) data streams and to deliver the data to the individual team members.

Key accomplishments include

• completion of pilot studies of potential site instrumentation,
• selection of Site Program Managers for four of five planned long-term sites,
• selection of Site Scientists for three of five planned long-term sites,
• selection of the site for the first field-measurement program,
• determination of the instrument suite for the first site,
• establishment of distinct measurement strategies, and
• design of the data system.
The ARM Program involves nine national laboratories whose efforts are coordinated through the ARM Program Office at the PNL. The program consists of three distinct entities: the Science Team, the Instrument Development Program, and the Clouds and Radiation Testbed (CART).

**Experimental Approach**

The ARM Program Plan (DOE 1990) outlines the program's basic experimental approach. Field measurements will be used to initialize the process models to be evaluated and to provide the data for periodic model comparison and evaluation.

Emphasis is on the data needed to test the radiative models, and secondarily on additional data required to develop and test the performance of radiative parameterizations on the scale of a GCM computational grid cell, or the area included in a satellite observation. Since the single largest impact on atmospheric short- and long-wave radiation is the distribution, type, and morphology of clouds, a third focus is on evaluating how cloud formation, maintenance, and dissipation are treated.

A highly instrumented site will be used to document the radiative properties and fluxes within a column to the top of the atmosphere, document the mean atmospheric properties of the atmospheric column, and document the advection of atmospheric properties (e.g., temperature) and constituents (e.g., water vapor) into and out of the grid cell equivalent.

**Locale and Site Selection**

Measurement sites for the ARM Program were prioritized based on considerations of global climate regimes on the scales of hundreds of kilometers to considerations of surface homogeneity on the scale of a few kilometers. This meant proceeding from identifying the southern Great Plains as the highest-priority locale to selecting a specific few kilometers within that locale for the first measurement site. Occupation of the site within the southern Great Plains is planned for April 1992, with data being transmitted from the site by the end of that month.

The selection process ensured that the primary and supplementary locales would collectively experience the key phenomena controlling the transfer of radiation in the atmosphere, with the primary locales spanning many of the attributes limiting the performance of GCMs. The locales recommended by the site selection team were reviewed in the context of the needs of the Science Team, and of plans for other research programs, because the benefits of coordination or collaboration might influence the priority for occupancy. The primary locales recommended by the site selection team were reviewed and ultimately prioritized for long-term occupation (7 to 10 years) as follows:

1. Southern U.S. Great Plains
2. Tropical Western Pacific Ocean
3. North Slope of Alaska
4. Eastern North Pacific (or Atlantic) Ocean
5. Gulf Stream off Eastern North America.

With its concentration of related research programs and favorable logistical environment, the southern Great Plains was the clear first choice, both programmatically and scientifically (DOE 1991). Current plans call for a site occupation rate of one every eighteen months.

The supplementary locales recommended for short-term occupancy or for campaigns to study processes characteristic of that locale are Central Australia or Sonoran Desert; Northwest U.S.-Southwest Canada Coast; Amazon Basin or Congo Basin; and Beaufort Sea, Bering Sea, or Greenland Sea.

Potential synergies between the ARM Program and other research programs strongly influenced the selection of the southern Great Plains. Because the southern Great Plains is characterized by violent weather conditions that periodically threaten life and property, as well as by a wide variety of cloud and meteorological conditions, it is an area of intense interest for atmospheric research and the development of improved operational weather observation and forecasting capabilities. The presence of these programs influenced the selection of specific sites for the central facility and for the vertical profiling measurement facilities.

Figure 1 shows the site with its component central facility and auxiliary, extended, and boundary facilities. Table 1 lists the measurements to be
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facilities/Instruments</th>
<th>Property Measured</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Central Facility Instruments</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>915-MHz radar wind profiler and RASS</td>
<td>Vertical profiles of wind velocity components and acoustic virtual temperature in the atmospheric boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-MHz radar wind profiler and RASS</td>
<td>Vertical profiles of wind velocity components and acoustic virtual temperature above the atmospheric boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon-borne sounding system</td>
<td>Wind speed, wind direction, temperature, and humidity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microwave radiometer</td>
<td>Integrated columnar amounts of water and liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumented 60-m tower</td>
<td>Eddy correlation measurements of heat, momentum, and moisture fluxes at heights of 60 and 25 m; observations of mean wind components, temperature, and humidity at a height of 60 m; upwelling broadband solar and infrared fluxes at heights of 60 and 25 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Solar Radiation Network Instruments</td>
<td>Normal incident pyranometer; precision spectral pyranometer; pyrgeometer; pyranometer and pyrgeometer for upwelling irradiance; solar spectral radiometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration facilities</td>
<td>Absolute radiometer; comparison stand; laboratory components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosol instruments</td>
<td>Nephelometer; ozone sensor; CCN counter; aerosol filter pack system with two size cuts; filter sample system for optical absorption; optical particle counting systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Instrument Development Program Instruments (for Central Facility)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceilometer</td>
<td>Cloud heights including cirrus; aerosol backscatter in the atmospheric boundary layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raman lidar</td>
<td>Vertical profiles of water vapor and ozone concentrations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrared interferometer spectrometer</td>
<td>Infrared radiances at the surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet spectral radiometer</td>
<td>UV radiances at the surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35- and 94-GHz radar systems</td>
<td>Cloud properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidar systems</td>
<td>Aerosol and cloud properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Auxilliary Sites</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whole-sky imaging system</td>
<td>Mapping cloud geometry; possibly radiance observations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Extended Site Facilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface flux stations</td>
<td>Vertical fluxes of heat, moisture, and momentum. Energy-balance Bowen ratio systems will also observe soil heat flux, soil temperature, and soil moisture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wideband solar and infrared sensors; multifilter rotating shadowband radiometer</td>
<td>Upwelling and downwelling radiances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface meteorological sensors</td>
<td>Mean wind speed and direction at a height of 10 m; temperature and humidity at a height of 1.5 m; barometric pressure and liquid precipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boundary Facilities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co-location with wind profilers (some with RASS)</td>
<td>Wind and temperature (with RASS) profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balloon-borne sounding system</td>
<td>Wind, temperature, and humidity profiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future remote sensor</td>
<td>Wind, temperature, and humidity profiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
made at each of these facilities. The first central facility will be near Lamont, Oklahoma, near the center of the densest part of the Wind Profiler Demonstration Network. Boundary facilities will complement the measurements taken by the six wind profilers shown in the figure at the boundaries of the site. At this time, specific pieces of land are being examined.

By the end of FY 1991, Site Program Managers for the southern Great Plains, the Tropical Western Pacific, North Slope of Alaska, and the Gulf Stream, and Site Scientists for the Tropical Western Pacific, North Slope of Alaska, and the Gulf Stream were identified. The remaining Site Program Managers and Site Scientists will be named early in FY 1992.

Preparations for site occupation include satisfying the requirements of the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). The NEPA process was initiated during FY 1991 for the southern Great Plains site. The expected impact of the instrumentation and facilities to be installed at the site appear to require the completion of an Environmental Assessment, which is expected to be completed and approved in time for site occupation in April. To assist in preparation of the Environmental Assessment and for site management, the development of a geographical information system, using Landsat data, was initiated and is expected to be a model for subsequent sites.

An Implementation Review for the ARM Program was held in May 1991. During the review, two teams, representing the views of the Science Team and the recently named Site Program Managers, were requested to provide responses to all aspects of ARM planning. Although the general conclusions from the review were favorable, shortfalls were identified and now the Science Team is playing a larger role both in the design, planning, and execution of the program and in the development of experimental concepts, and the airborne measurements required are being assessed in the context of the ARM observational strategies.

Instrumentation
The scientific requirements, geographical constraints, and site operating needs will determine what instrumentation will be deployed to each individual ARM measurement site. The current focus is instrumentation for the first site in the southern Great Plains.

The instrumentation for the first ARM/CART site emphasizes observations made at land surface and includes stations to observe air-surface exchange of moisture, heat, and momentum; balloon-borne sounding systems to obtain vertical profiles of wind speed, temperature, and humidity; microwave radiometers to observe amounts of water vapor and liquid in the column above the site; and radar wind profiler systems coupled with acoustic systems to observe vertical profiles of mean wind velocity components and temperature.

Pilot Studies
Limited pilot studies, in conjunction with other programs, have helped in evaluating the performance of specific instruments. A prime example was a collaborative study with the Winter Icing and Storms Program (WISP) of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), conducted in February and March 1991. During this study, the performance of microwave radiometers for the measurement of columnar water vapor and liquid water was evaluated. The study took advantage of the presence of a number of instruments to characterize the moisture distribution in the atmosphere as well as other radiometers. The results are being used in the instrument selection process for the first site.

Similarly, the results of a field experiment during May and June 1991 in the vicinity of Boardman, Oregon, are furnishing valuable guidance for the placement of instrumentation at the southern Great Plains site. The objective of the Boardman study was to acquire data to improve descriptions of values of heat and moisture flux over an area approximately the size of a GCM grid cell. The guidance developed from analysis of the Boardman data will aid in siting instruments for the facilities at the southern Great Plains site.

Data Management System Design
The software environment of the site and of the experiment center will be capable of receiving, processing, displaying, and storing sizable quantities of data in real time. A software system to support field experimental operations developed by
the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) will be the basis for implementation of the site and experiment center data systems. The basic structure of this system is shown in Figure 2. The simplicity of its building block architecture for data processing makes the system expandable to handle virtually any instrument system or data type.

Although team members will receive data directly from the experiment center and access the archive as required, the archive will also make archived data readily available to the wider climate research community, and ultimately to other programs and agencies for research that extends well beyond climate and global change issues.

To determine an appropriate size for the site data system and short-term data archival requirements at the site, instrument data rates, measurement strategies, and the external data stream to be received at the site were evaluated.

Science Team Experiment Support

The ARM Program is focused on improving the treatment of radiative energy in GCMs and, therefore, on the physical processes that impact radiative transport in the atmosphere. The scientific issues facing the ARM Program can be described in the context of three broad topics:

- radiative energy transport in climate models,
- cloud formation, maintenance, and dissipation, and
- the limits of modeling atmospheric processes in GCMs and related models.

Within these broad contexts, research generally falls into one of three loosely related groups:

- measurement of the instantaneous radiative flux under clear, broken clouds and overcast conditions,
- use of measurements to evaluate process models and parameterizations embodied in GCMs, and
- use of data fusion techniques and four-dimensional data assimilation to address the variability of atmospheric conditions on a scale comparable to a GCM computational grid cell.

Two general measurement strategies have evolved:

- the instantaneous radiative flux experimental concept, and
- the use of a single column of a GCM model to examine process models and parameterizations.

Data fusion techniques and four-dimensional data assimilation are approaches that can be applied in each strategy to use widely spaced and possibly nonsimultaneous measurements to document general and even sometimes specific conditions across the area of a grid cell.

External Program Coordination

The ARM Program complements related research programs that focus on new observational capabilities and a new generation of predictive models based on the improved understanding of the physical processes that limit model performance.

The complementary programs in the vicinity of the first operational ARM field site in the southern Great Plains include

- The National Weather Service Modernization Program,
- The National Weather Research Program (commonly known as STORM),
- The Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX),
- Winter Icing and Storms Project (WISP), and
- The Oklahoma Mesonet.
In February and March 1991, WISP provided the opportunity for ARM to compare candidate instruments for the first measurement site with instrumentation already in the field for other purposes. Future WISP field programs may be located to take advantage of the southern Great Plains site.

The modernization program of the National Weather Service and the development of the Oklahoma Mesonet will directly benefit the ARM Program. About 35 automated weather reporting stations in the Mesonet are within the boundaries of the ARM site; data from these stations will be part of the ARM database.

The GEWEX and STORM research programs are the most closely coupled with the ARM Program. The GEWEX Continental-Scale International Program will be located near the southern Great Plains site and close collaboration will ensure maximum benefit to both efforts. The ARM Program is also collaborating closely with the STORM Program Office. Care is being taken to ensure compatibility of data systems by using common software and compatible software protocols.

**Future Research**

Phased installation of instruments of the first site will begin in April 1992. Initially most instrumentation will be deployed to the Central Facility, but some instruments will go to the boundary facilities, and later more will go to the extended and auxiliary measurement sites. The phased installation process is expected to continue into FY 1993.

Data system testing will begin early in FY 1992 using data sets from recent field programs in which radiometric sensors have been evaluated. The objective is to run test cases to confirm the basic functionality of the planned physical system, gradually adding stress to evaluate system capability.

In FY 1992, the final key personnel (Site Program Managers and Site Scientists) will be named and development of the mobile facility will begin. Assessment of the unique needs of the first ocean environment site in the tropical western Pacific Ocean will begin. The challenges of this site include not only the type of instrumentation required to address the scientific needs of the site, but also the use of sensitive instrumentation in a hostile environment. The experience here will strongly shape the planning for two more ocean sites. A site on the North Slope of Alaska poses its own problems: stability of instrument platforms on permafrost and access to remote instrument sites and power.

Interagency and interprogram coordination remain central features of the ARM Program. Involvement of NOAA is substantial and expected to grow; NCAR is involved in instrument and model development with a particular focus on vertical profile specification. The ARM field efforts will continue to be coordinated with the STORM and GEWEX projects. Other agencies with which ARM Program operations will be coordinated include the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the National Science Foundation (NSF), and the Department of Defense (DOD).
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**Tethered-Balloon Sounding System for Obtaining Vertical Radiation Profiles**


An instrument development project is under way to develop a small tethered-balloon sounding system to collect routine *in situ* vertical radiometric profiles to heights of ~1500 m above ground level. The major technical issue of this project is to construct a stable platform that will keep the radiometric instruments level, regardless of the balloon's motion.

FY 1991 was the first year of funding for this project, and emphasis was placed on developing an effective engineering design for the stable platform. The project's key accomplishments are as follows:
• A mathematical model of an inclined net radiometer was developed to determine the design specifications for the stable platform.

• Two prototype platforms were designed and built. The first platform, termed the Sky Platform, carries the radiometric sensors and is stabilized by an active control loop. The second platform, termed the Motion Sensing Platform (MSP), is not stabilized and will be used to measure the lateral and angular accelerations to which the Sky Platform will be exposed. Data from the MSP will be used in designing the Sky Platform's control loop.

• Test flights were made with the MSP.

• A working prototype Sky Platform was demonstrated at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurements (ARM) Science Team Meeting in October 1991.

Engineering Design Concepts

A radiometric platform suitable for deployment on a small tethered balloon should be light, inexpensive, and stable. It must be lightweight because of the limited free-lift capacity of small balloons; it must be inexpensive because airborne sensing packages will occasionally be lost; and it must be stable (i.e., kept horizontal) so that the radiometric measurements can be properly interpreted.

During FY 1991, a large number of designs for the stable platform and its sensors were considered by the project team. Platform designs that carried radiometric sensors on or hanging directly from the balloon were rejected because of the difficulty of stabilizing the platform in turbulent environments. The tetherline was considered a more suitable location for the platform because its dynamic response to atmospheric turbulence is slower. Designs that relied on mechanical stabilization of the platform using counterweights were also rejected. Active control loops allow much better control of frequency response, without the penalties of heavy counterweights.

Figure 1 presents an artist's conception of the tethered-balloon radiometric profiler. The stable platform is carried on the tetherline below the balloon. In a typical operation, radiometric data would be collected during 45-minute-long balloon ascents to heights of up to 1500 m above ground level (AGL). A commercial tethered-balloon meteorological-sensing package carried just below the balloon provides supplementary meteorological data, including pressure, temperature, humidity, wind speed, and wind direction.

Modeling of a Tilted Net Radiometer

The radiometers carried on the tetherline must be exposed in such a way that the radiometric influences of the balloon, tetherline, and other obstructions are negligible. Calculations were performed to estimate the radiometric influence of the balloon on the measurements made at the Sky Platform. These calculations suggest that the short-wave radiometric influence of the balloon will be negligible as long as the radiometer is not directly shaded by the balloon and the platform is 12 or more balloon diameters (i.e., 30 m or more) below the 7.5-m$^3$ balloon. The infrared radiometric influence of the balloon has not yet been calculated.

A mathematical model of the radiometric signal from a tilted net radiometer was developed to aid in the engineering specification of the Sky Platform. This model, which follows the work of Arnfield (1982), determines the long-wave and short-wave irradiances on the upper and lower sensing elements of a tilted net radiometer by angular integration of long-wave and short-wave radiance distributions from the sky and ground. Various published radiance distributions are used in this integration. Using tilt and azimuth angle probability distributions, the model can simulate instrument output from oscillations that may be produced by the mean wind, turbulence, or the dynamic response of the tetherline.

The model shows that a non-level net radiometer can be seriously in error during daytime, when the short-wave radiation stream is directed, but is less susceptible to error during nighttime ascents, when the long-wave radiation stream is more isotropic. The model also shows that oscillations of the radiometer about the horizontal are of less concern than a mean tilt angle. It is therefore important to ensure that the platform is balanced so that wind drag does not produce a mean tilt angle. However, if the tilt and azimuth angles of the radiometer are recorded, partial theoretical correction of the errors is possible.
FIGURE 1. Artist's Conception of Tethered-Balloon Radiometer Profiler. A commercial meteorological-sensing package is carried just under the balloon, and the Sky Platform is carried on the tetherline 30 m or more below the balloon.
Design of the Stable Platform

A prototype Sky Platform, as demonstrated at the ARM Science Team Meeting in October 1991, is illustrated in Figure 2. The platform is an equilateral triangle, approximately 65 cm on a side, formed from aluminum tubing. A mount for radiometric and horizontal sensors is supported at the center of the triangle. The Sky Platform is carried within a 3-m segment of the tetherline that comprises three individual cords at a point 30 m or more below the balloon, as shown in Figure 1. The fixed corner of the Sky Platform is attached to one of the cords at the center of the 3-m-long section, while the other two corners are attached to the other two cords through pulleys that are driven by small electric motors. An automatic control loop keeps the platform level by interrogating the horizontal sensors (accelerometers) on the Sky Platform and driving the motors, gears, and pulleys at the two mobile corners of the triangle. A flux gate magnetometer provides information on the platform heading.

The Sky Platform will carry a number of broadband radiometric sensors that are within the weight limitations imposed by the lifting capacity of the balloon. Initial observations will be made using modified net radiometers and/or a silicon cell
pyranometer. Modified net radiometers were procured in FY 1991.

Design of the Motion Sensing Platform
To collect data on the full range of platform motions, including lateral and angular accelerations, lateral and angular velocities, and angular orientation, a second airborne platform, the MSP, has been developed to fly in place of the Sky Platform. This platform is built on a triangular frame identical to the one for the Sky Platform, but the MSP carries no radiometric sensors, control loop, or leveling motors. Rather, the MSP is instrumented to measure the motions to which the Sky Platform will be subjected, and the data obtained will be used in the final design of the control loop and structural elements of the Sky Platform. An array of miniature solid-state accelerometers collects the raw data from which balloon motions are determined.

Flight Testing
Two flight tests of the MSP were conducted during FY 1991, using an electrical cable suspended from the balloon-borne MSP and a personal computer-based data acquisition system on the ground. However, the heavy electrical cable appeared to affect the dynamic response of the balloon/tetherline system, so further tests using a lightweight on-board data acquisition system will be necessary.

Future Work
The following major tasks are planned in FY 1992:

- The tilted radiometer model will be tested using radiometric observations collected in a special series of field measurements.
- An on-board data acquisition and storage capability will be developed for both the MSP and the Sky Platform.
- A fluxgate magnetometer will be installed on the Sky Platform.
- A small attitude or rate gyroscope will be installed on both the MSP and the Sky Platform to determine the accuracy of tilt measurements using our present accelerometer method. It will be used to demonstrate the efficacy of the control-loop-stabilized platform.
- Flight tests will be performed during FY 1992 to determine and improve the performance of the prototype MSP and Sky Platform.
- Further effort will be spent on evaluating the performance of various level sensors. We will also investigate the optimal placement of accelerometers on the MSP and methods for distinguishing angular and lateral accelerations.

A final stage in the instrument development program, to be initiated in FY 1993, will be to test radiometric profiles obtained using the Sky Platform against those from an instrumented tower and to strengthen all components of the tethered-balloon system so that it can be run routinely at the ARM Cloud and Radiation Testbed sites. Operating characteristics and operating limits of the instrument system must be determined, so that the data can be properly interpreted and safety and operational requirements can be met.
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Point-Area Relationships for Global Climate Models
J. C. Doran
The objective of this project is to develop methods for relating values of surface fluxes of sensible and latent heat measured at one or more points to areal-average values of fluxes that are appropriate for
use in general circulation models (GCMs). In particular, we are interested in testing and improving parameterization schemes used in GCMs that describe area-average fluxes in terms of mean quantities, such as air temperatures, surface temperatures, and wind speed. Because surface fluxes of heat and moisture play crucial roles in driving atmospheric circulations, determining vertical profiles of water vapor, and forming clouds, it is essential that GCMs be able to represent these processes efficiently and accurately. For that reason, this project is an important component of DOE's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program.

Application of a combination of field and numerical experiments to address the issue of subgrid-scale parameterizations has been proposed, and in FY 1991, investigators participated in a major field program to collect data needed for the study.

Field Study

During May and June 1991, PNL organized and directed a field study in northeastern Oregon. Participants included scientists from Argonne National Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory, who had also received funding through the ARM Program to pursue objectives closely related to those of this project. In addition, researchers from other institutions participated, including several from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's (NOAA) Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Division, which had joined PNL in proposing this work to DOE.

The field site chosen featured strong contrasts in surface fluxes over adjacent tracts of land. A steppe area was bordered on the east, northeast, and west by extensive areas of irrigated farmland. The steppe was characterized by large fluxes of sensible heat but small fluxes of latent heat, while the farm areas featured large latent heat fluxes and small sensible heat fluxes. An array of surface flux measurement stations, using eddy correlation or Bowen ratio energy balance techniques, was deployed along a path roughly parallel to the prevailing winds in the area. These instruments were supplemented with balloon-borne sensors, sodars, and optical scintillation wind and turbulence sensors. An instrumented aircraft flew over the area to measure mean winds and temperatures, radiating surface temperatures, and fluxes of heat, momentum, moisture, CO₂, and O₃; approximately 91 hours of flight time were achieved. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental area and the instrument locations.

Future Work

Only a preliminary look at the data was possible in FY 1991, but several interesting cases were obtained during the experiment. The marked contrasts in surface fluxes between the semiarid steppe and the irrigated farmland produced noticeable differences in mean and turbulent atmospheric properties. These differences will be analyzed for their implications for representing area-averaged fluxes in terms of mean quantities, such as wind speed and temperature differences between the surface and the air. Indications of secondary circulations arising from the thermal contrasts of the two basic land types are expected to complicate the analysis.

A second experiment in the same area is tentatively planned. In this experiment, additional instrumentation would be deployed over the farm area to characterize its small-scale variability more completely and to study its effect on the appropriate flux to be assigned to the irrigated area. The flux variations over the farm are expected to be relatively small compared to the differences between the farm and steppe and should be closer to those expected over the ARM Program's Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) site in the Great Plains. The results will provide the opportunity for studying and describing surface flux variations on scales on the orders of 1 km and 10 km.
Characterization of Cloud/Aerosol Interactions with Solar and Long-Wave Radiation

N. S. Lau lainan, J. J. Michalsky, L. C. Harrison, N. R. Larson, and J. L. Berndt

The Quantitative Links component of DOE’s Expanded Carbon Dioxide Research Program attempts to quantify linkages between changes in atmospheric composition and the temperature of the planet. While significant efforts have been made to understand expected changes in climate that may result from an increase in CO₂ and other greenhouse gases, there has also been a growing recognition of the role that clouds and aerosols have in the regulation of the planetary energy balance by interacting with incoming solar radiation and outgoing infrared radiation. Clouds are important because at any given time they mask about half of the earth's surface. Aerosols can affect climate both directly, through reflection of solar radiation away from the planet, and indirectly, by acting as condensation nuclei for the formation of clouds and altering the structure and optical properties of clouds. Better understanding of these sometimes climatically opposing effects is needed for improving parameterizations of radiative transfer in cloudy, turbid atmospheres for use in general circulation models (GCMs) and other related models.

The Network-Based Solar and Meteorological Characterization of Cloud-Radiation Interaction Project is an element of research in this poorly understood area. The objective of this project is to investigate how clouds and aerosols interact with long-wave

(a) State University of New York at Albany.
and short-wave radiation to regulate the heating of the planet. To understand how cloud- and aerosol-induced radiative effects vary in time, with cloud structure and type, for a mid-latitude continental area, a nine-station network is being established in the midwestern and eastern United States. Each station is equipped with a uniquely designed multifilter rotating shadowband radiometer (MFRSR) to measure direct normal, diffuse horizontal, and global horizontal irradiance in six narrow-wave- length passbands. An additional measurement in a broad passband covering a large portion of the short-wave spectrum will approximate total short- wave irradiance. Measurements of downwelling long-wave radiation will be made with a broadband infrared radiometer or pyrgeometer. Local ground albedo measurements will be made primarily to identify the presence of snow. Standard meteorological measurements of relative humidity, temperature, and rainfall will supplement these radiation measurements. The study is to be conducted over a minimum of a 5-year period.

Specific objectives accomplished during FY 1991 were 1) the acquisition of equipment and instrumentation; 2) the design, fabrication and testing of the MFRSRs; 3) the selection and preparation of the field sites for the study; and 4) the installation of the instrumentation at the field sites. No analyses of the data have been performed, as the installation and system checks were just completed near the end of the year. A major advantage of the experiment design is that each station can operate unattended, with only periodic maintenance checks by the site operators. The data will be retrieved automatically by means of telephone and modem through a central data-archiving computer system at PNL.

The project is a cooperative effort between PNL and the Atmospheric Sciences Research Center (ASRC) of the State University of New York at Albany (SUNY-Albany).

**Instrumentation**

The primary instrument at each site is the MFRSR, developed jointly at PNL and SUNY-Albany (Figure 1). It is based on an earlier, single-detector version (LeBaron et al. 1989) but incorporates several innovative design changes. One of them is a diffuser/integrating cavity. Because interference filters are used with the detectors, it is necessary for the filter/detectors to be mounted at a sufficient distance from the entrance optics to ensure that no light enters the filter at an angle greater than about five degrees from normal. Otherwise, the filter transmittance and wavelength response will deviate from manufacturer specifications. The combination of a diffuser followed by the integrating cavity maximizes the light through the detector. This diffuser/integrating cavity design further reduces system response asymmetries through multiple scattering of the incident radiation.

Another innovation of the MFRSR is the hexagonal packing of six interference filter/detectors around the central unfiltered photodiode that serves as the total short-wave detector. Because the light intensities in each narrow band are very small, and the detectors might be affected by external current sources if leads to the signal conditioning circuitry were long, the amplifiers are mounted near the filter/detectors on a cubic circuit board that serves as the detector mounting platform. In addition, the board is insulated and temperature-controlled at about 40°C. This stabilizes the performance of the electronics and the filters.

In addition to the microprocessor circuit board that controls data acquisition and shadowband motion, another electronics board amplifies and conditions the signals from all other ancillary instruments that feed into the data acquisition board. In total, the measurements include seven measurements each of direct normal, diffuse horizontal, and global horizontal irradiances, and ancillary data on precipitation, relative humidity, outside air temperature, thermopile output from the precision infrared radiometer (PIR) representing infrared irradiance plus dome and case temperatures for correcting this measurement, upwelling short-wave irradiance, detector temperature, battery voltage, and reference voltage for the thermistors that are used in all temperature measurement circuits except outside air. The control unit includes the microprocessor circuit board, the signal conditioning board, modem, electrical surge protector, and power supply. The entire system was tested and calibrated in the laboratory and under ambient outdoor conditions at the ASRC.
The ancillary instruments installed at the sites include

- pyrgeometer for measuring downwelling infrared radiation between 4 and 50 μm,
- pyranometer for upwelling shortwave irradiance,
- rain gauge for precipitation rate and amount, and
- weather station for temperature and relative humidity.

In addition, a portable computer, along with a frequency meter for on-board timing calibration and a precision voltage and current source for calibration of current and voltage amplifiers and the analog-to-digital converters in the data-acquisition units, are available for instrument maintenance and calibration in the field. An optical radiation calibrator is also being acquired to aid in the calibration of the MFRSR in the laboratory, as well as to facilitate field calibration. Data acquisition, processing, and analysis will be performed on Sun SparcStation IPC systems, with graphics terminals; these systems are available at both PNL and SUNY-Albany.

**Calibrations and Tests**

An important aspect of proper MFRSR operation is that the receiving optics have a cosine response, i.e., the response decreases as the cosine of the angle of incidence. As part of a separate instrument-development project for the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program, a cosine test bench was constructed at ASRC that allows measurement of the response from -90° to +90° with a step resolution of 0.25°. A normalized response curve for a typical filter/detector is shown in Figure 2 and can be seen to be nearly unity except at high angles of incidence. With this response information, one can correct the direct component. The diffuse contribution at high angles of incidence, while unknown (because the spatial distribution of diffuse radiance is generally not known), is very low because it is weighted approximately by the cosine of the solar-zenith angle. Therefore, the error in global and diffuse horizontal irradiance measurements is small even without correction. Other calibrations involved 1) the amplifier board and analog-to-digital converter using a precision
voltage and current source; 2) manufacturers' values for precipitation, relative humidity, infrared radiation, and outside air temperature sensors (for the deployment phase); and 3) intercomparison between broadband short-wave radiation instrument and standard broadband instruments. The filter/detectors will be calibrated and double-checked through instrument calibration in the field as soon as the calibrator is available. Procedures for performing calibrations at each annual visit will be developed during the first half of 1992. An example of data from a MFRSR taken at Rattlesnake Mountain Observatory in southeastern Washington State is shown in Figure 3.

**Site Selection and Installation**

Initially, nine sites were selected, but instrumentation has been installed at only eight of them. Selection of the sites was based on availability of electrical power and telephone service, existing research or monitoring activities, and "regional representativeness," i.e., no influence by local sources of air pollution. The nine sites were:

- Ithaca, New York—currently a National Dry Deposition Network (NDDN) and Multistate Atmospheric Power Production Pollution Study (MAP3S) site operated by Cornell University
- Howland, Maine—a remote National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Dry Deposition Research Network (NOAA-DDRN) site operated by the University of Maine
- Pine Grove Mills, Pennsylvania—an ARM Science Team site, in proximity to a MAP3S and a NOAA-DDRN site, operated by Pennsylvania State University
- Oak Ridge, Tennessee—a NOAA-DDRN site operated by the NOAA Atmospheric Turbulence and Diffusion Division
- Bluefield, West Virginia—a site with a well-maintained solar radiation record operated by Bluefield State College
FIGURE 3. Example of Data Taken with the Multifilter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer at Rattlesnake Mountain Observatory.

- Bondville, Illinois—a NOAA-DDRN and MAP3S site operated by the Illinois State Water Survey
- Oxford, Ohio—a NDDN and MAP3S site, with a 10-year solar resource data history, operated by Miami University of Ohio
- Lewes, Delaware—a coastal MAP3S site operated by the University of Delaware's College of Marine Studies
- Huntington Wildlife Forest, Newcomb, New York—a NOAA-DDRN site operated by the State University of New York's College of Environmental Science and Forestry.

The Huntington Wildlife Forest site was found to be unacceptable during the installation trip, when it was discovered that the 38-m tower swayed 3° in azimuth in even light winds. Other sites at the Huntington Wildlife Forest were not acceptable because of the lack of an adequate horizon. A replacement site will be selected in 1992.

Data Acquisition and Management
PNL is responsible for primary data collection and management. A PNL-based computer automatically calls each field unit every night to upload the data. An initial set of software for acquiring and processing the data from MFRSR network units was developed and consists of three programs that perform the basic tasks of operating the network and retrieving data, unpacking the data into ASCII format, and sorting the raw unpacked data for each unit by day. Correct mathematical functions for converting the raw output into calibrated engineering units are provided by ASRC/SUNY-Albany. The criteria used for data quality inspection are simple range and singularity checks for the suite of auxiliary instruments connected to the data loggers. The data are then permanently archived at PNL. If the PNL computer goes off-line, a redundant system at SUNY-Albany retrieves the data.
Once the installation of instruments in the network was completed, the network management program was tested rigorously. Minor revisions to the software removed any computer operating system malfunctions to ensure consistently reliable daily operation. The data system manager performs regular checks of network status. Data are formatted for archiving daily, and file system backups are performed weekly. Analysis software is being evaluated while the data archive is assembled. This procedure allows for active feedback on the suitability of the data-reduction techniques.

The processed data files serve as the master data files to be used by the investigators. The master data files will be available for on-line use by onsite (PNL) investigators. Offsite investigators will be able to receive copies of the master data files from the data system manager via magnetic storage tapes and disks, or via electronic mail.

Data Analysis and Interpretation

Because the network was installed late in 1991, no analyses of the data have performed. It is expected, however, that several analysis techniques that have been applied to similar data sets can be used in this project. For example, the analysis techniques used on stratospheric aerosol data from the El Chichon eruption (Pearson et al. 1988) will be applied to aerosol data from the Mt. Pinatubo eruption. Also, initial work has begun on evaluating analysis software routines that are to be interfaced with the graphics/statistical software package known as "New S."

A paper describing the design and operation of the MFRSR was presented at the Biennial Congress of the International Solar Energy Society (Harrison 1991). In the near term, a paper is planned that describes the cosine test bench and results from measurements on several types of sensors. Another paper will describe automated techniques for reducing direct beam data from the MFRSR for the determination of aerosol optical depth.

Future Work

Because FY 1991 was spent on getting the instrumentation into the field, only preliminary looks at test data were possible. From early indications, it appears that the MFRSRs and data systems are performing satisfactorily and that the data will indeed be useful for studying cloud/aerosol effects. As a result of the Mt. Pinatubo eruption in June 1991, there is also a unique opportunity to observe the evolution and decay of the stratospheric aerosol cloud from the eruption. Major efforts in 1992, however, will focus on the analysis and interpretation of network data as a function of meteorological (cloudiness, relative humidity, temperature) and haze (aerosol optical depth) conditions. Tests will be performed on various schemes for characterizing cloud/aerosol effects on radiative transfer with respect to the cloud parameters (cloudiness and cloud brightness) introduced by Perez et al. (1990), cloud and aerosol optical depths, and solar zenith angle. The aim of this project is to extend the statistical sample on cloud/aerosol radiative effects for continental, mid-latitude areas beyond what can be accomplished in short, intensive campaigns. The five-year data set should allow investigations of how the frequency distributions in the measured and derived parameters vary from year to year. Additional work will be performed relating the observations from the MFRSR network to similar observations obtained at the ARM Cloud and Radiation Testbed (CART) sites.
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The Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics and Model Physics (CHAMMP) Climate Modeling Program

D. C. Bader, M. C. MacCracken, and R. C. Malone

Improved methods for predicting the world's future climate and the potential climate change caused by human activities are needed to guide formulation of domestic and international energy policies. The World Meteorological Organization (WMO)/United Nations Environment Programme's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) stated in its 1990 scientific assessment (IPCC 1990) that "improved prediction of climate change depends on the development of climate models, which is the objective of the climate modelling programme of the World Climate Research Programme." Current general circulation models (GCMs) of the atmosphere and ocean that form the basis for climate projections are useful, but nonetheless inadequate in many ways. The deficiencies include the limited treatment of interactions among the atmosphere, ocean, cryosphere, and land surface; the inadequate representation of such key processes as radiative transfer and cloud development; and relatively coarse spatial resolution. The demands that must be met by future climate models have been established in the development of the U.S. Global Change Research Program (USGCRP), and their importance is evidenced by the designation of climate modeling and prediction as one of the program's four high-priority integrating themes (CEES 1991). DOE's participation in the USGCRP is directed at accelerating progress toward more reliable and accurate predictions, with reduced uncertainty, of 10- to 100-year climate change on regional scales.

Two primary factors will speed the development of better climate models. First, the scientific basis on which the various submodels of climatic processes are formed must be improved and verified. This is the goal of many of the USGCRP experimental and modeling activities, including DOE's Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program and the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI). Second, advances in computer technology, and the accompanying advances in numerical algorithms and software that use the technology, must be applied to the climatic modeling problem. Progress in these areas will be substantially enhanced by the U.S. High Performance Computing and Communications (HPCC) Program. The DOE Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathematics and Model Physics (CHAMMP) Program will build on these research programs by providing an interdisciplinary focus, which has been identified as a computational "Grand Challenge" to be addressed by the HPCC Program (CPMES 1991).

History

During 1990, a program plan for CHAMMP was drafted, distributed for review, and published. The broad objective was development of a program to rapidly apply the recent and projected advances in massively parallel computer architectures to the problem of climate modeling. Within 10 years, a computer may be available that will perform modeling calculations at a rate that is $10^3$ to $10^4$ times faster than is possible today. As part of the review process, a long-term technical oversight committee recommended that more powerful climate models would not be useful policy tools unless more emphasis was placed on research into the theoretical limits of climate predictability.

To get a fast start on the problem and to keep abreast of the fast evolution in computer hardware, several 18-month pilot projects were started in early 1990 at DOE laboratories and the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Collaborative projects among climate modelers, mathematicians, and computer scientists in different institutions were encouraged. Many of these projects form the basis for current CHAMMP research activities. A compilation of final reports from the pilot activities is available (DOE 1991).

Objective

The goal of the CHAMMP Program is to develop, verify, and apply a new generation of climate models within a coordinated framework that

- incorporates the best available scientific and numerical approaches to represent physical, biogeochemical, and ecological processes,

- makes full use of the hardware and software capabilities of new computer architectures,
probes the limits of climate predictability, and

can be used to address the problem of understanding the greenhouse climate issue through the ability of the models to simulate time-dependent climatic changes over extended times and with regional resolution.

To meet this goal, the CHAMMP program will be conducted in three phases over the next 10 to 12 years. The initial phase will last from 2 to 4 years. The program's primary emphasis is the transfer of existing atmospheric and ocean GCMs to massively parallel computing platforms and the initiation of a research program to develop new methods and explore predictability issues for climate modeling on time scales of the decade to the century. The second phase will include the development of useful coupled atmosphere-ocean climate models. This phase will overlap with the end of the first phase and will last 3 to 5 years. In the third and final phase of the program, fully coupled climate system models with even faster performance will be developed and available for conducting long simulations of climate change on decade to century time scales with regional spatial resolution. Research results on the limits of climate predictability will give more definitive estimates of model uncertainty and will be useful in interpreting model output for policy formulation.

Initial Research Focus

Four research areas have been identified for the CHAMMP Program's first phase:

• understanding of the theoretical limits to climate predictability on decade to century time scales,

• development of new algorithms and techniques for atmospheric and ocean GCM modeling that exploit massively-parallel computers,

• development of more accurate process parameterizations that fit with model resolution, and

• improvements of computer software to dramatically increase model throughput and performance.

Proposals were solicited in these areas from private industry and universities. Once again, collaborative, multidisciplinary projects were encouraged. Eight projects were selected from 48 proposals to receive research grants totaling over $1 M for FY 1991. An additional $1 M will soon be awarded in external grants from the same pool of proposals. A separate proposal solicitation for DOE and other government laboratories resulted in selection of eight projects from DOE laboratories and one joint project from NCAR and the Navy from 39 proposals submitted.

Collectively, the laboratory, university, and industry projects span the research areas outlined above and provide a broad and deep base of research talent on which to build the program. Principal investigators from these projects will form the CHAMMP Science Team. In addition to performing research, the Science Team will provide input to DOE on scientific priorities for the CHAMMP Program to enable the program to meet its objectives. Meetings and workshops will be designed to encourage further collaborations among Science Team members as their research progresses.

Model Development Program

The model development component of the CHAMMP Program is designed to be evolutionary and flexible to achieve short-term results. It will provide a support structure for collaborations both within the CHAMMP Program and with other national and International climate modeling programs. These collaborations are most effective at the technical level, as DOE laboratory investigators work jointly with modelers at other institutions, such as NCAR and the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), on problems associated with the development of climate models on massively parallel computers. To accelerate progress in the field, advances from research done by the Science Team will be implemented swiftly through a framework supported by the model development program and made available to the larger climate modeling community.

The primary focus of the initial model development effort is the full implementation of the NCAR spectral model and two finite-difference atmospheric models (the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) - Colorado State University (CSU) GCM (Randall et al. 1985; Arakawa and Lamb 1977) and the GFDL SKY-HI GCM (Fels et al. 1980)) on parallel architectures. Plans are also proceeding to port three ocean models, the Semtner-Chervin model (Semtner and Chervin 1988), the GFDL's new Modular Ocean Model (Pacanowski et al. 1991), and the German isopycnic-coordinate global ocean model used at Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(Oberhuber 1990) to the parallel machines. In all cases, model developers and users are working with CHAMMP team members to maintain the codes’ integrity through the transfer.

Two programming strategies are being adopted to port these models to parallel scientific computers. In the first, a single programming thread is executed simultaneously on all processors. Such a "data parallel" programming style is conveniently expressed with the array syntax features of the new FORTRAN 90 language standard. In the second, each processor has its own program thread and information is explicitly passed between processors through coding instructions. The architectures that exploit these two programming models may converge as advances are made in the hardware. Nevertheless, CHAMMP investigators make use of both so that they understand what each programming style provides in terms of ease of code development, debugging, efficiency, portability, and compatibility with language standards.

Through DOE's component of the HPCC Program, the CHAMMP Program will provide access and computer time on leading-edge computer platforms to Science Team members and collaborators. Model development team members at DOE laboratories will work with scientists addressing other "Grand Challenge" applications and will help guide the development of enabling technologies that are common to many of these computational problems. These technologies include tools for data analysis and display, programming language standards, mass data storage and retrieval, and high-speed distributed computing applications.
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Carbon Dioxide Ocean Research
J. P. Downing, W. E. Asher, D. W. Denbo, E. D. Skyllingstad, and M. C. Richmond

The objective of the CO2 Ocean Research project is to improve understanding of the role of the ocean in CO2-induced climate change. Staff at
both PNL and the Battelle/Marine Sciences Laboratory (Battelle/MSL) provide technical support to the Environmental Sciences Division (ESD) and conduct research into the exchange of CO₂ at the air-sea interface, deep water formation (in ocean general circulation models), and surface-layer processes, including air-sea exchanges of mass, heat, and momentum. Direct support to ESD includes development of aqueous CO₂ standards and administration of the science team for the Global Survey of CO₂ in the Oceans project.

For the CO₂ Ocean Research project, FY 1991 progress included:

- further study, including laboratory experiments, of the relationship between ocean whitecap coverage and the air-sea exchange of CO₂,
- continued study of deep convection in the ocean,
- development of a two-dimensional model of convection, and
- numerical experiments on ocean surface-layer dynamics.

In addition, the project provided technical oversight for the development of advanced sensor technologies for ocean measurements for DOE.

Activities and Accomplishments

Air-Sea Exchange of Carbon Dioxide

Laboratory Experiments. Extensive laboratory experiments to study the effect of bubble plumes on gas exchange in the Whitecap Simulation Tank (WST) were completed during FY 1991. These are described briefly below.

In the oxygen transport experiments, the effects of seawater temperature on bubble-plume-governed gas exchange were investigated for oxygen evasion and invasion.

Preliminary measurements of depth-dependent bubble-size distributions were made with the laser phased-doppler anemometer (LPDA) in the WST. Bubble populations produced in the WST by the tipping-bucket method were compared to bubble populations generated by oceanic breaking waves. The LPDA bubble measurements were also used to model air/water gas transport in the WST.

Field Experiment. The Nantucket Shoals microwave/whitecap experiment was conducted in February 1991, in collaboration with E. C. Monahan and P. S. Smith. Two variables were measured simultaneously over Nantucket Shoals (30 nmi south of Cape Cod) from an aircraft using a high-resolution video camera and a 19-GHz dual-polarization radiometer. Dr. Smith was responsible for analysis of the passive microwave data and Dr. Monahan analyzed the video records for whitecap coverage.

New Facilities/Instrumentation. To further expand our research capabilities in the area of air/sea gas exchange, we have

- installed and calibrated an LPDA for measuring aqueous-phase turbulence velocities and bubble-size distributions in a WST.
- built a second laboratory with a WST to be used for bulk-phase chemical studies. Use of this laboratory will permit concurrent chemical and optical/spectroscopic measurements while minimizing potential safety problems with the LPDA high-power laser.
- built a purge-and-trap gas chromatograph system for dimethylsulfide (DMS) analysis. This system will allow further measurements for the radiatively important trace species DMS and will be used to study evasion rates of DMS as a function of temperature.

Deep Convection

Construction of a two-dimensional convection model that uses the nonhydrostatic, Boussinesq, incompressible Navier-Stokes equations was completed. The model resolves turbulent eddies and includes the effects of sub-grid motions using a sophisticated turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
model. It was necessary to use this model to compute the transport of temperature, salinity, TKE, and tracers without generating numerical artifacts.

Results from two simulations performed using oceanic temperature-salinity profiles taken in regions where deep convection occurs were presented at the 1991 IUGG/IAPSO meeting in Vienna, Austria.

The first simulation was initialized with data taken in January 1987 from the Medoc region of the Mediterranean Sea, the second with data taken during the winter of 1988 in the Greenland Sea. Analysis of the two temperature-salinity profiles indicates that the Greenland Sea profile is more likely to become thermobarically unstable after cooling than the Medoc profile.

From these simulations we have learned that plumes are much more efficient at transporting heat than turbulent eddies, and that when plume formation ceases, the heat fluxes for the Medoc and the Greenland Sea are similar in magnitude. These results have provided new insight about the importance of thermobaric instabilities in deep water formation.

**Surface Mixed Layer (Two-Dimensional Model)**

To adapt a deep convection model to the surface mixed layer (SML) problem, an open lower boundary condition was needed because of the limited depth of the surface layer. The open lower boundary also allowed for vertical propagation of internal gravity waves so that wave energy would not increase over time as a result of wave reflection. The boundary we selected is a version of the radiative method devised by Klemp and Durran (1983). Their method is widely used in atmospheric models of mountain waves where the upper boundary must allow similar gravity wave propagation. Other features added to the two-dimensional model specifically for the SML research are the inclusion of vertical shear in the horizontal velocity, surface wind stress, and the parameterization of turbulent energy flux at the model top.

Simulations of the SML were performed for two sites: one near the Bahamas using measurements from Shay and Gregg (1986), and the other from an equatorial location reported on by Moum et al. (1989). The Shay and Gregg data represent a case of shallow convection (100 m) in a region with very small horizontal current velocities. These measurements are ideal for testing the model's ability to simulate purely convective mixing. The Moum et al. data represent a more challenging problem involving convective interaction with a strong thermocline shear zone and, to date, we have not been able to simulate these intricate processes.

The model reveals that the evolution of mixing begins with convection at the surface caused by nighttime cooling and that convective plumes interact with the underlying thermocline when internal waves are generated. During daylight hours, surface heating suppresses convection, leading to significantly reduced mixed-layer eddy energy and wave growth. The model agrees quantitatively with measurements of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation taken by Shay and Gregg (1986).

A significant problem with the two-dimensional results concerns the depth of the surface mixed layer during the daytime heating period. The observed surface layer exhibits a 20-m mixed layer throughout the day. In contrast, the model generates a strong temperature increase at the surface without significant downward heat transport. The 20-m depth of the observed mixed layer is likely to be a result of Langmuir circulations and surface turbulence caused by wave motion. The model cannot simulate these effects because of its two-dimensional structure. These results indicate that a three-dimensional model is necessary to accurately simulate important mixing processes such as Langmuir circulations.

Many of the same processes may be active in the vicinity of the equatorial undercurrent. For example, the generation of internal waves by convection could lead to unstable gravity wave modes in the strong vertical shear associated with the equatorial undercurrent. We plan to continue modeling the equatorial region to test model performance for regions with strong vertical shear in the near-surface current.
Based on the FY 1991 experiment, we have better estimates of vertical eddy viscosities in convectively mixed surface layers and of entrainment at the mixed-layer base. In addition, the simulations provided model data needed to complete an accurate kinetic energy budget for the ocean surface.

**Plants for Future Research**

**Air-Sea Exchange of Carbon Dioxide**

Laboratory and field experiments are planned for FY 1992 to refine the empirical model and improve understanding of the mechanisms by which bubble plumes promote gas transport.

**Laboratory Experiments.** Measurements using phased-doppler anemometry will include bubble-size spectra and turbulence velocities in the WST as a function of water temperature. The results will be used in models of bubble-mediated gas exchange.

Additional gas transport experiments will be performed using the gas chromatograph.

A DOE-owned coulometer, on loan from Brookhaven National Laboratory, will be used to measure CO₂ gas-exchange rates in the WST. The coulometer will provide faster measurements and more accurate analyses than the chromatograph.

**Field Experiments.** Planning will continue for experiments to be conducted in a large outdoor wave basin. The basin will allow a known wave field to be generated with concurrent measurements of several variables. This project will be conducted in collaboration with P. S. Smith and E. C. Monahan.

**Deep Convection**

**Two-Dimensional Model.** Our experiments with the two-dimensional convection model led us to believe that deep convection can be treated in ocean general circulation models by a one-dimensional parcel model algorithm, as is done in atmospheric models. Planned three-dimensional experiments should provide the data required to develop an accurate, one-dimensional parcel model to be included in ocean general circulation models to produce realistic quantities of dense water at reasonable depths.

**Three-Dimensional Convection Model.** The numerical methods developed for and tested with the two-dimensional model will be used in the first version of the three-dimensional model. A simplified implementation of the advection scheme and TKE model will be used initially. The model grid will be organized into vertical sections to enable us to take advantage of computers with parallel architectures and will provide greater flexibility in the choice of computers for running the model.

Initial test simulations that can be directly compared to existing two-dimensional model results will be run. This test will ensure that the two-dimensional model has been converted to a three-dimensional model correctly. Verification of the complete three-dimensional model is expected to begin by the end of FY 1992.

**Surface Mixed Layer**

The three-dimensional model development effort will be shared between the SML and Deep Convection projects. As part of the model development, a surface boundary condition will be implemented for parameterizing the effects of wave motion.

**References**


**Second-Generation Model**

**J. A. Edmonds**

The Second-Generation Model (SGM) is a new model designed to produce estimates of global greenhouse gas emissions for multiple regions of the world at five-year time steps extending as far as...
into the future as the year 2100. The new greenhouse gas emissions model is being developed in phases. The first phase consists of constructing model Version 0.0, developing the underlying database to support this version, and then exercising the model.

The heart of the Version 0.0 model will be a new, computable, general equilibrium modeling framework. Most of the detail will be found in the energy sector description. In addition to the energy sector, the new model will include four other highly aggregated sectoral modules (agriculture, other production, households, and government) along with a price preprocessor, a demographic module, a solution algorithm, and an emissions postprocessor. The initial prototype has been completed and tested for a single-period, single-region case. Evolutionary extensions and refinement of parameterization resulting in a complete full-scale model, Version 1.0, will be accomplished progressively over approximately the next 2 years. However, increasingly useful output will be available in the interim.

**FY 1991 Accomplishments**

A major accomplishment for the project was the formation of a project team, including the hiring of an exceptionally well-qualified team leader.

The overall goal for FY 1991 was to have Version 0.0 fully operational, and significant progress was made toward that end. A demographic module that accepts user-specified rates and provides forecasts of population by region, gender, and age group as input for other modules of the model has been developed and tested. Plans call for feeding back information from other module models (e.g., education level) to explore effects on population and resulting impacts on other economic processes.

A Generic Production/Cost Module that can be readily adapted to the individual modules by specifying such parameters as number of sectors and subsectors and by providing a tailored database with information such as resources, vintages, and production function coefficients, has been developed and coded. Currently, three rudimentary production modules have been incorporated: Agriculture, Energy, and Other Production. In addition, two final-demand modules, Households and Government, have been designed and coded.

To clear the various markets, a robust set of solution algorithms is being developed and tested with very encouraging results so far. Finally, a price preprocessor and a crude report writer have been included.

In summary, much progress has been made toward the FY 1991 goal; however, much additional work remains before Version 0.0 can be said to be operating reliably and efficiently. Highest-priority work includes a) expanding the number of regions from one to eleven; b) improving the quality of input data, which are mostly artificial at present; and c) exercising the model to refine the solution algorithm for greater efficiency.

**FY 1992 Activities**

Activities in FY 1992 will focus on completing Version 0.0, improving model data, exercising the model, and initially developing Version 1.0.

From October 1, 1991, through January 1, 1992, the Generic Production/Cost Module will be modified to include the following:

- energy (and potentially other) production from a depletable resource base,
- energy (and potentially other) production from a renewable resource base,
- time delay between initial investment and initial production for an economic activity, and
- coefficients for greenhouse gas emissions.

In addition, the model will be extended to run for 11 regions and 23 five-year periods to the year 2100.

From January 1 through July 1, 1992, collection of economic and energy data will continue. Work will proceed toward a final implementation of the model. The development of the required data sets has been supported by the participation of a number of international energy experts, who have visited PNL through the Advanced International Studies Unit's visiting scholars program. By July 1, 1992, Version 0.0 will be fully implemented.
During the final quarter of FY 1992, the model will be exercised and a series of analyses will be conducted. These analyses will include the effects of local, regional, and global carbon and of taxes based on emissions weighted by their global warming potential (GWP), to examine the direct and indirect effects of these measures on emissions reductions, national income, and international trade. Results will be compared to those reported in the literature.

Beginning about April 1, 1992, work will begin in the development of SGM Version 1.0. This work will include the following activities:

- The Agriculture Module will be extended from a single product to as many as ten markets. A biome scheme will be implemented that will reflect changes in land productivity. Modeling of gradations of water availability will be explored.
- The Other Products Module will be separated into the following sectors: Manufacturing (both materials-intensive and other manufacturing), Transportation, Health and Other Services, and Education.
- Although the basic structure of the Households Module will remain the same, increasingly sophisticated modeling of the labor supply and educational services demand functions will be incorporated. Savings supply will be made sensitive to interest rates. Labor supply will be made sensitive to the education and age structure of the population.
- In the Government Module, the decision-making processes will be refined to include infrastructures, tax rates, and regulatory policies.
- The Energy Module will be expanded to permit a wider range and more flexibility in choices of technologies.
- As the individual production sectors are increasingly disaggregated, the Emissions Calculation Module can provide finer-grained summations of greenhouse gas emissions.
- Mechanisms will be explored for modeling the behavior of nonmarket economies.
- The role of research and development in the rate of technical progress will be investigated with a view toward research and development investment in energy-saving and emissions-reduction efforts.
- As an adjunct to model development, ways to enhance user-friendliness (e.g., graphic user interface) will be explored to maximize access to the final product.

To work in conjunction with the SGM within an internally consistent, integrating framework, PNL is seeking multisponsor funding for a computer model of the effects of global change on human systems.

The Regional Effects of Climate Change and CO₂ Fertilization on the Natural and Human Environment: the MINK Study

M. J. Scott

General circulation models (GCMs) indicate that human-caused increases in greenhouse gases may raise the average temperature of the earth's atmosphere during the next century to levels not experienced in the last 100,000 years. The cost of stabilizing the Earth's climate is believed to be high (Lashof and Tirpak 1990; National Research Council 1990), so the research community increasingly is focusing on improving methodologies to analyze the impact of climate change on natural resources and the human economic and social systems that depend on them.

At the initiation of the Resources Analysis Research Project in FY 1989, it was determined that methodological advances were needed in four specific areas:

- analyses must be forward-looking in addressing the suite of technologies available in the future, which may be as important to determining consequences as will future atmospheric CO₂ and climate;
- methods must be developed for addressing the interactions of human and natural systems, including methods to analyze simultaneously the interaction of multiple resources within a systems framework;
- analysis must recognize that natural resource effects may transcend political boundaries and that human migration and interregional trade
The impacts of climate change on "typical" agricultural cropping systems (including yields, profit, energy, and water use) were analyzed using a version of the Erosion-Production Impact Calculator (EPIC) computer code (Williams et al. 1984), while forest products yields were calculated using a version of the FORENA code (Solomon et al. 1984; Solomon and West 1987). In validation runs, EPIC produced close approximations of current crop yields and water use for today's climate, while FORENA results for today's climate closely matched today's actual Missouri forests. Water supply and demand balances were calculated in part using U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' simulations of the Missouri River Basin reservoirs. Finally, the overall impact on the regional economy was calculated using the IMPLAN computer code (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1989).

Program Findings

Some of the key empirical findings of the MINK study are as follows:

- Future technological change would increase the yields of the individual major crops grown in the MINK region from 65% to 90% by the year 2030 in the absence of climate change.

- Given a 1930s analog climate, crop yields in the year 2030 would decline by between 1% and 28% relative to the future baseline if farmers do not react to climate change. The net value of MINK crop production in the worst case would be reduced by an average 22%, while irrigation requirements would increase. However, the combination of CO₂ effects, technological change, and low-cost farmer adaptations could reduce these losses considerably. Effective methods already available include earlier planting, longer-season varieties, conservation tillage, and more drought-resistant crops and cultivars. Additional adaptations could take advantage of CO₂ fertilization and warmer climates in the year 2030. The combined net value of farm production of the four key crops—wheat, corn, soybeans, and sorghum—increased 3% above baseline (more than 65% above today's values) in the best scenario.

- The intensive mining of groundwater for irrigation in the MINK region and growing competition for surface water to sustain recreation and wildlife is likely to result in significant future water demand-supply imbalances and stress on...
water management institutions early in the next century even without climate change. If water management priorities were changed, adaptations to future climate could force a general return to dryland agriculture in the two western states to conserve groundwater, while irrigation would increase sharply in the eastern states (a decline of about 30% in irrigated farm land in Nebraska and 58% in Kansas and a 300%-plus increase in Iowa and Missouri). Dam operations on the Missouri River could be changed to de-emphasize navigation and emphasize fish and wildlife and recreation requirements for surface waters, increasing regional incomes dependent on these activities.

- The region's marginal forest products sector would decline under the analog climate, with biomass production declining between 20% and 60% in the long run and with significant reductions in both standing stock and harvest. Salvage logging could support the industry for some time; however, in the absence of new wood processing methods that utilize lower quality stock, the region's forest products industry would likely migrate to other regions that are relatively better off under climate change. Plantation forestry to support biomass production is possible in the region but would require a significant subsidy.

- Total energy demand in agriculture would be increased by about 3% to 4% by the analog climate, increases in irrigation demand for energy being partially offset by decreases in energy for crop drying. Impacts of climate change on thermal energy supply were generally of minor importance. Little hydropower is currently generated in the MINK region; however, major declines could occur in hydropower production in the upper reaches of the Missouri basin, adversely affecting power imports.

- A simple decision analysis model analyzed farmer decisions to switch crops under climate uncertainty. If farmers were relatively impervious to risk, it was found that they would be attracted to crops with higher average profitability, such as corn, even if climate change tended to significantly increase the variability of yields. If farmers were highly averse to risk, they would likely adopt crops such as sorghum, which have lower average but less variable profitability under the analog climate.

- The regional economic impacts of a 1930s analog climate in the MINK region were projected to be modest. Regional impacts were calculated for agriculture and water-based recreation, both of which are large enough and vulnerable enough to climate change to make a difference in the overall economy. If farmers are unable to adjust to the changed climate, and only agricultural exports are affected, then the impact on regional production was projected to be a decline of only 0.3% to 1.3%. In the worst case (considered less likely), the feedlot and livestock industry could also decline because of a lack of feed grains, and the decline in regional economic output could be as large as 10%. However, projected technological and management responses by farmers could also lead to net increases in regional product. The impact of a climate-related decline in water-based recreation was calculated as a decline in regional output of probably less than 1%.

**Future Work**

The study identified water supply and demand as the most critical climate-related issue in the region. However, the analysis was limited in that, for reasons of time and budget, it could not deal with the water supply and demand of all of the river basins contributing to water supply for the MINK region. An important extension of the MINK region analysis would reflect water supply and demand (and institutions) in the Upper Missouri River Basin to see how climate change effects in one region affect downstream water users in another region. There are numerous analogies elsewhere in the world with transboundary river flows. Comparative analysis needs to be done with other resources and other resource management institutional settings.

Despite the fact that the MINK study dealt with uncertainty, within the multiple-model analytical methodology it is not simple to directly assess the effects of a wide range of alternative climate scenarios or impacts in other regions. However, the methods used in the study could be generalized for other regions to identify effective and flexible technical and institutional responses to climate change. In particular, based on the results and lessons learned in the MINK study, it appears feasible to develop a generic regional model designed to capture in a reduced form the essential
climate-sensitive features of the sectoral and regional economic models used in the MINK study. Extensive sensitivity analysis could then be done with this model to look at a full range of uncertain potential climate change effects in a region dominated by agriculture.

One of the findings of two recent workshops on the regional effects of climate change (The International Workshop on the Natural Resources and Economic Consequences of Global Climatic Change in Interlaken, Switzerland, in November 1990 and The 1991 Woodlands Conference at The Woodlands, Texas, in March 1991) is that some of the more important effects of global change may occur through interregional linkages provided by global markets and migration. A world-climate-effects model or a global-linking methodology would place regional impacts analysis in a global context. The concept of this linking methodology would be to begin with a simple world-effects model containing major population, trade, and resource effects of climate change to determine the relative importance of such linkages, then expand the reduced-form modeling of individual regions as time and budget permit.
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